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In the era of the internet of things (IoT), software-enabled inter-connected devices are of paramount importance. The embedded
systems are very frequently used in both security and privacy-sensitive applications. However, these software (a.k.a. firmware) very
often suffer from a wide range of security vulnerabilities, mainly due to their outdated systems or reusing existing vulnerable libraries,
which is evident by the surprising rise in the number of attacks against embedded systems. Therefore, to protect those embedded
systems, detecting the presence of vulnerabilities in the large pool of embedded devices and their firmware plays a vital role. To this
end, there exist several approaches to identify and trigger potential vulnerabilities within deployed embedded systems firmware. In this
survey, we provide a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art proposals, which detect vulnerabilities in embedded systems and
firmware images by employing various analysis techniques, including static analysis, dynamic analysis, symbolic execution, or hybrid
approaches. Furthermore, we perform both quantitative and qualitative comparisons between the surveyed approaches. Moreover, we
devise taxonomies based on the features used in the literature, a comprehensive summary of different proposed approaches, and the
applications of those approaches. Finally, we identify the unresolved challenges and discuss possible future directions in this field of
research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The information technology is growing rapidly, and the underlying software is playing a paramount role in various
domains and critical infrastructures, such as the energy sector, chemical sector, nuclear sector, and transportation
systems. Due to this wide adoption, the emerging threats from the software vulnerabilities is becoming one of the most
concerning security issues for those critical infrastructures. This security concern is evidenced by the number of recent
attacks on embedded devices. For instance, theMirai botnet compromised millions of IoT devices and orchestrated
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them to initiate a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack and to target many domain name system (DNS) servers,
which resulted in denial of service for hundreds of thousands websites across the globe [7]. The Reaper malware,
which is considered to be an extended version of theMirai malware, was launched in 2016 and targeted IoT devices
with dedicated vulnerabilities instead of focusing on only the credentials [73]. In 2014, Black Energy [119] APT caused
a blackout that occurred by taking control of operating stations. Similar threats have been demonstrated in other
countries, for instance, taking control over 50 power generators by intruders, may potentially affect the power supply
to 93 million US residents [149]. These real-world attacks demonstrate the severe consequences on IoT devices and
embedded systems in critical infrastructures.

Software vulnerabilities are identified as one of the biggest reasons for these attacks, and new vulnerabilities are
frequently discovered. For instance, the total number of reported vulnerabilities in 2017 has become more than double
since 2016, amounting to an increase of 120% [58]. Such vulnerabilities become more dangerous when they appear
in popular libraries that are incorporated into various software projects, embedded systems and firmware images.
Recently, several publications highlighted the necessity of the firmware image evaluation [57, 63, 137, 140]. Moreover,
Cui et al. [38] report that many of the firmware updates contain well-known vulnerabilities within the third-party
libraries for years. They additionally demonstrate that 80.4% of the vendors release firmware issued with known
vulnerabilities. When considering embedded systems, the destructive impacts can be severe as they control critical
systems and hence, attacking such devices could result in massive breakdowns of public systems, and severe security
and safety consequences nation-wide or even world-wide. For instance, a Foscam IP camera was reported to have 18
zero-day vulnerabilities, such as insecure default credentials, command injection, and stack-based buffer overflow [59].

Frequent discovery of software vulnerabilities can be mainly due to any of the following reasons. First, many
software designers use outdated system architectures [83], and hence, their systems are susceptible to more attacks.
Furthermore, the applications might have been developed by reusing vulnerable libraries. Such reused libraries are
rarely analyzed for vulnerability detection, updated or patched. Second, the internet connectivity, and integration and
platform compatibility requirements of embedded systems makes them more likely to be exposed to attacks and misuse.
Finally, traditional security tools and existing solutions, such as anti-viruses or firewalls, cannot be employed, since
these devices are resource constrained in terms of computing power and available memory. Consequently, adversaries
exploit these limitations and build dedicated malware targeting underlying embedded systems and IoT devices.

Software vulnerability detection can be performed on both source code and binary code. The latter approaches (e.g.,
[69, 84, 87, 91, 157]) rely on the source code for vulnerability identification. However, these approaches are not always
practical, since most commercial software products are not open source. As a result, binary code analysis becomes an
absolute necessity. At the same time, manual binary analysis is a daunting, error-prone, and challenging task, especially
for a large corpus of embedded device firmware images. Therefore, automatic and scalable vulnerability detection
becomes crucial; specifically, scanning a large number of firmware images and binaries for well-known or zero-day
vulnerabilities as well as generating a security evaluation report in a reasonable time is highly desirable.

Binary analysis on firmware images of embedded systems is even more challenging than normal binary analysis.
Since in addition to the challenges related to normal binary analysis, there exists specific challenges to analysis
of embedded system firmware images. First, embedded systems are tailored to specific hardware, therefore, in the
absence of standards and the presence of various CPU architectures, firmware analysis becomes more challenging.
Second, embedded systems are customized for specific tasks and are resource constrained for minimizing the cost
and power usage. Consequently, embedded systems have specific efficiency and scalabiltiy issues at runtime, since
parallel techniques using multi-processing or virtualization that can accelerate testing campaigns are impractical in
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embedded systems compared to desktop environment. Third, there is a limitation in performing fault detection on
embedded systems. Due to the limited I/O capabilities, computing power, and cost, the memory corruption attacks are
less observable in embedded systems. Only some specific attacks (e.g., format string and stack-based overflow) which
cause memory corruption can be more easily detected, since the device crashes. Finally, firmware reverse engineering
which involves firmware acquisition, unpacking and binary identification is a specific challenge for embedded systems.

Even though there are a few efforts to examine some state-of-the-art approaches on vulnerability detection in binary
code, there is no previous survey focusing on the literature for automatically inspecting vulnerabilities in embedded
devices firmware and binary files. Brooks [21] investigates the similarities and dissimilarities of two winner systems
proposed for vulnerability detection and exploit generation in the DARPA Cyber Grand Challenge (CGC) [43], and
provides datasets and a standard platform for cyber reasoning systems (CRSs) evaluations. Ji et al. [86] study existing
cyber reasoning systems for vulnerability detection, exploitation and patching. Another work [88] surveys software
vulnerability analysis, where the main focus is at the source-code level approaches that employ machine learning
techniques. In summary, no prior survey focuses on the current vulnerability detection mechanisms for firmware and
binaries in the embedded devices in order to identify their strengths and weaknesses, and finally pose important open
research questions on this domain.

In this survey, we accomplish a comprehensive study of binary analysis approaches proposed for automatic inspection
of vulnerabilities in embedded systems firmware images and binary code. We systematically compare 71 studies focusing
on binary and embedded system firmware analysis and examined about 200 papers in this area, including relevant
publications in the last proceedings of major conferences in both cybersecurity and software engineering from Jan 2004 to
Jan 2020. The former includes ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security (CCS), IEEE Symposium on
Security and Privacy (S&P), Network and Distributed System Security Symposium (NDSS), USENIX Security Symposium
(USEC), Symposium on Research in Attacks, Intrusions and Defenses (RAID), ACM Asia Conference on Computer
and Communications Security (ASIACCS) and Detection of Intrusions and Malware, and Vulnerability Assessment
(DIMVA). And the latter includes ACM International Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering (FSE),
IEEE/ACM International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE), International Conference on Software
Engineering (ICSE), and IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE).

We first study both generic and embedded-specific binary analysis challenges and techniques for automated vulnera-
bility detection (in Section 1). We then study and categorize the existing features that are being used in binary analysis
(in Section 4.1), and further categorize the works based on their applications (in Section 2.3). Besides, we examine
several existing works in order to gain more insights into the proposed techniques, their strengths and limitations. We
devise a taxonomy based on three types of analysis employed in the existing approaches, including dynamic, symbolic
execution and static (in Sections 3, 3.2.3 and 4, respectively). Furthermore, we compare them based on different criteria,
i.e., methodologies, implementations, and evaluations (in Sections 3.2.4 and 4.2). We observe that most existing works
perform the evaluation for specific applications and experimental setup, and hence, they cannot be directly compared.
Our observation suggests the need for a common platform (e.g., DARPA CGC) and specific dataset for easier result
comparison and for contrasting other capabilities, such as scalability. Additionally, we note that hybrid approaches,
which integrate analysis techniques (e.g., static and dynamic), could be more suitable for vulnerability detection. The
main contributions of this paper are:
• We perform a comprehensive study of dynamic analysis, symbolic execution, and static vulnerability detection
approaches in firmware images and embedded devices.

• We propose taxonomies based on both features and employed approaches.
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• We accomplish quantitative and qualitative comparisons between the reviewed approaches.
• We carry out a security gap analysis for the reviewed approaches along with providing recommendations to amend
some of the identified gaps.
The rest of this survey is structured as follows: Section 1 provides background on binary analysis. Sections 3, and 4

survey existing dynamic, symbolic executing and static approaches, respectively. Section 5 discusses the lessons learned
and future challenges. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we summarize the main challenges of binary analysis on firmware images for embedded devices.
Moreover, we briefly explain major analysis approaches in this domain and relate them to the identified challenges.
Then, we propose a taxonomy for application domains, and finally briefly provide a classification for embedded systems.
2.1 Challenges

In the following, we outline the general challenges faced by the binary analysis process and discuss the implication on
the analysis of firmware images in embedded devices.
• C1 - Information loss: During the compilation process, some information that is available in the source code, ranging
from syntax features (e.g., variable names, and comments), to characteristics of the buffers, and data structures sizes
will be lost. Therefore, analyzing the binary code would become more challenging and complicated compared to the
source code analysis. Additionally, in the case of stripped binaries where the debugging information (e.g., identifier
names) is missing, binary analysis task becomes more challenging.

• C2 - Compiler effects: With the advent of modern compilers and run-time libraries, binary code analysis is becoming
a very challenging task. Most compilers apply performance or memory optimizations, which result in significant
variation in the binary representations for different configurations; for instance, registers, calling conventions,
control flow graphs, and also arithmetic operations might be different. These differences are more significant if
another compiler or compilation settings are used, or even if the source code has been slightly modified.

• C3 - Binary disassembling: Binary disassembling is still a challenging task mainly due to the following reasons:
– Entry point and function boundary discovery: The disassembler usually uses the symbol table to identify function
boundaries and to construct the control flow graphs. However, when the symbol table is inaccurate or it is not
available, finding function boundaries becomes challenging [163]. Additionally, in some cases such as binary-blob
firmware [140], the entry point and the base address are not known. Moreover, some functions may have multiple
entry points [14], which need to be identified.

– Code discovery: To align instructions and improve cache efficiency, compilers may insert padding bytes between
or within the functions. Consequently, it may be hard for the disassembler to distinguish between padded bytes
and code bytes, since padded bytes are usually converted into valid instructions [14]. Moreover, some functions
may not be continuous and have some gaps including data, jump tables, or instructions from other functions [14],
which affect the accuracy of the binary analysis approaches. Additionally, control flow graphs extraction might
not be performed accurately due to failing to find all the code, identifying non-return functions, and handling
indirect jumps which rely on the computed values.

– Code transformation: The authors of legitimate/benign programs may protect their programs for different reasons,
such as intellectual property infringement or preventing their programs from being repackaged and redistributed
as malware [1, 155]. Similarly, malware authors apply some techniques on their malicious code to evade analysis
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and make them more cumbersome. Obfuscation [35, 100, 162], encryption and packing [94, 146] techniques are
used for these purposes to make the binary analysis more challenging and difficult.

• C4 - Function inlining: A small function might be inlined into its caller function for optimization purposes. The lack
of distinction between an inline function and the other parts of the function makes the function inline identification
task very challenging. This task becomes more challenging when the assembly instructions of an inline function are
discontinuous as the result of instruction alignment and pipelining.

• C5 - Hardware architecture: Software programs can be cross-compiled or deployed on different CPU architectures,
where instruction sets, calling conventions, register sets, function offsets and memory access strategies vary from
one architecture to another [129]. Therefore, analyzing binaries compiled for different CPU architectures from the
same source code is more challenging.

• C6 - Accuracy: Achieving high accuracy for any vulnerability detection technique is a critical and non-trivial task.
For instance, obtaining low false positive rates is usually challenging when analyzing the code statically [139].

• C7 - Results verification: For several techniques, the obtained vulnerability detection results cannot be verified
due to the limited access to the information of the identified vulnerabilities (e.g., how to trigger). Therefore, these
techniques involve manual efforts to verify the results and hence, can be error-prone and inefficient.

• C8 - Efficiency: Many existing approaches are computationally expensive, which demonstrate the need of efficient
vulnerability identification techniques for any binary code.

• C9 - Scalability: Number of deployed software is increasing exponentially, due to the dramatic growth of desktop ap-
plications, IoT devices, embedded systems, and inter-connectivity between them. Vulnerability detection approaches
need to deal with a large number of binaries and firmware images. Thus, large scale vulnerability analysis is an
absolute requirement.

• C10 - Test case generation: Some approaches require an initial seed input compatible with the target application to
start with the analysis. Test cases are easy to generate when the targeted application provides its required input file
format. However, when no configuration input is provided, test case generation becomes a challenging task; since
each program needs a particular test case to be prepared in advance, which requires expertise and additional effort.

Challenges Specific to Embedded Systems. Along with the issues detailed for C5 and C9, embedded systems have
additional aspects of those challenges as well as two more specific limitations (C11 and C12) as outlined below.

• C5 - Hardware architecture: Specifically, embedded systems are customized for specific tasks and therefore their
firmware are tailored to run on their specific hardware. Due to lack of standards, the wide diversity of architectures
further challenges firmware analysis. Thus, a solution for a specific CPU architecture cannot easily be generalized.

• C9 - Scalability: Embedded systems encounter specific scalability issues compared to normal binaries. More specif-
ically, testing embedded firmware at runtime, either on their target devices or in an emulated environment is
very slow [114]. While in desktop environment, parallel techniques using multi-processing or virtualization can
accelerate testing campaigns, this would be impractical in embedded systems; since they require access to a batch of
similar physical devices which is impractical due to financial cost or limited resources (e.g., power supply and space).
Moreover, testing an embedded system requires frequent restarts to ensure a clear state for each new test case.

• C11 - Fault Detection: While some dynamic approaches (e.g., fuzzing explained in Section 2.2.2) are used on traditional
computing environments (e.g., desktops and servers), they have limitations on embedded systems [114] due to
missing fault detection implementation on firmware components. In traditional computing environments, the OS
implements protection levels (e.g., stack Canaries, fault segmentation, ASLR, heap hardening, and sanitizers) to
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prevent memory corruption. Such protections are usually not implemented in embedded systems due to the limited
I/O capabilities, computing power, and cost. This makes memory corruption attacks less observable and riskier,
as out of bound memory corruption may end-up writing in memory-mapped peripheral registers (e.g. flash erase
= 1) or worst if it is embedded in an operational technology (OT), e.g., trigging the brake actuator of a vehicle.
Silent memory corruption in an embedded system is a rule, not an exception compared to traditional desktops [114].
The only such attacks observable in the embedded world are those related to format string and stack-based buffer
overflow vulnerabilities, since they cause memory corruption and consequently usually the device crashes.

• C12- Firmware reverse engineering: Firmware reverse engineering can be a time consuming and challenging task
and requires domain expertise. The whole process involves the following steps:
– Firmware acquisition: Embedded system vendors tend to avoid publishing their firmware in order to protect their
IP or limit the access to it. Therefore, it might be necessary to directly extract or dump it from a device chip
memory in different ways, such as an EEPROM programmer, bus monitoring during code upload and schematic
extraction [147]. However, hardware locks and component interference might make this task challenging. This
can be resolved by physically modifying the original hardware, or manipulating the circuit boards using probes.

– Firmware unpacking and extraction: Some vendors pack their firmware using proprietary packers and file formats,
or use private key encryption. In practice, different unpacking tools, such as Binwalk [77], BAT [79], and
FRAK [38] can be utilized to extract the firmware. However, performing such tasks has limited success rate and
thus not all embedded device firmware can be analyzed (e.g., Costen et al. [28] successfully unpacked 8, 617
firmware out of 23, 035 collected firmware images).

– Firmware and binary identification: Once the firmware is extracted, filtering is required for obtaining all relevant
information. This can include binary files, configuration files, embedded files and the firmware itself. To this end,
file signature matching is performed using different tools, signsrch [82], file [50], and Binwalk [77]. There
exist some types of firmware that have no underlying operating system. They consist of only one binary file that
operates directly on the hardware. In some cases, there is no abstraction of the OS and libraries, and in other
cases, firmware images are not standard and no documentation is provided. Therefore, initializing a run-time
environment and loading the binary is more challenging [140].

2.2 Binary Analysis Approaches

Binary analysis can be performed by inspecting the code statically, by executing it dynamically or by providing some
symbolic values, which are called static analysis, dynamic analysis and symbolic execution, respectively. In the following,
we review each of these approaches and their applications to the analysis of firmware images in embedded systems.

2.2.1 Static Analysis. Static analysis examines the code of a given binary program rather than executing it. It is
typically designed to reason about the entire program, and has the capability to explore all potential execution paths
of a given code. Static analysis techniques usually suffer from the C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, and C9 limitations.
For instance, they identify non-vulnerabilities which lead to high false positive rates [139], or they cannot find all the
vulnerabilities (e.g., run-time vulnerabilities) that generates more false negatives. Additionally, since the information to
trigger the identified vulnerability is not provided, the results of vulnerability detection should be verified manually.
Static analysis approaches are scalable compared to dynamic analysis approaches; however, since they have their own
limitations, the researchers recently tend to integrate these two approaches as outlined in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3.

2.2.2 Dynamic Analysis. Dynamic analysis is the process of examining and monitoring the program behavior while
it is running. Existing dynamic analysis approaches can be categorized as follows:
Manuscript submitted to ACM
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• Fuzzing: Fuzzing is performed by repeatedly generating malformed inputs randomly or based on the specific rules
suitable for the target software, where the input will be processed incorrectly and consequently the program triggers
an unintended behaviour that helps to identify the existence of vulnerabilities. In general, fuzzing approaches suffer
from the C10 limitation. Applying fuzzing in embedded systems is more challenging than in tradition computing
environment. For instance, memory corruption detection is more limited during fuzzing campaigns due to missing
fault detection techniques (C11). Since the fuzzer cannot use the source code to derive memory semantics, detecting
faulty states becomes more challenging. Hence, observing faulty states of the embedded system as part of a fuzzing
campaign is the last resort. An existing work [114] shows that liveness checking is insufficient to capture various
vulnerability types in the absence of source code, when the memory is corrupted.

• Instrumentation: Instrumentation is a technique to collect and insert execution feedbacks (e.g., system calls, run-time
information, and crash harness functionalities) to analyze the behavior of the targeted application during the
execution. Instrumentation information may be obtained at compile-time if the source code is available, or at
run-time. Since the source code is rarely available, run-time instrumentation can be employed to re-write the binary
and inject instrumentation information. However, run-time instrumentation is currently available only for embedded
systems that have operating system and are compatible with current emulation. Instrumentation approaches suffer
from C5, C10, and C12 limitations.

• Dynamic Taint Analysis (DTA): DTA is a program analysis technique to inspect application bugs and vulnerabilities.
It basically identifies the dependencies between the program inputs and its logic. As a result, DTA can detect
improper input validation vulnerabilities resulted from the absence of sanitation checks on critical inputs. DAT also
can be used to analyze the information flows in a binary code and to help automatic program test case generation.
However, it suffers from C9, and C12 limitations.

• Emulation-based techniques: Emulation-based techniques build partial/full simulation for a specific architecture/platform,
and then run the software within the simulated environment by employing powerful and advanced dynamic analysis
techniques. Partial or full embedded system emulation is challenging due to vendor restrictions on documentation
and development environment setup. The prominent initiatives in this area have the following shortcomings:
limited CPU architecture support, no support for generic interrupt handling, limited number of peripheral modeling
support [160], and being very slow [114]. Therefore, emulation approaches have C5, C9, and C12 challenges.
In summary, dynamic analysis techniques can overcome some limitations (e.g., C2, C3 and C7) of static analysis

approaches. However, dynamic analysis techniques have the C5, C8, C9, C10, C11, and C12 common limitations.
2.2.3 Symbolic Execution. Symbolic execution techniques aim at reaching a specific program state by generating

the inputs that satisfy the required path constrains. Instead of using concrete values as in dynamic analysis, the inputs
are symbolic values. Hence, symbolic execution can explore all potential paths compared to concrete execution, which
explores only one path related to the supplied concrete inputs. However, symbolic execution suffers from reliance on
computationally expensive solvers (e.g., [15]) and path explosion (C8 and C9). Employing symbolic execution directly
on firmware images is challenging for the following reasons: (i) Symbolic analysis requires a customized configuration
based on the assumptions on memory layout and the location of memory-mapped hardware; (ii) Firmware intensively
interacts with external environment via I/O peripherals. These behaviors are unknown to the analyst and difficult
to model. Moreover, simulating the behavior is a challenging task as certain related information is only available to
the vendors; (iii) The event-driven programming model of firmware regularly leads to infinite loops. As such, using
heuristics to avoid possible infinite loops due to interrupts, may decrease the search space coverage. In contrast, tracking
all possible paths leads to state space explosion; and (iv) Symbolic execution suffers from issues similar to those of
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fuzzing (C11 and C12) as mentioned earlier [114]. When using symbolic execution, state exploration will proceed until
a crash is detected or the termination condition is met, otherwise the execution will continue. Thus, if corruptions are
not detected, symbolic execution spends the time on worthless states. Therefore, symbolic execution also has C11 and
C12 limitations.

2.3 Taxonomy of Application Domains

Application Domain

Embedded Systems

Ai et al. [2], Alimi et al. [3], Almgren et al. [4], Bojinov et al. [17], Firmadyne [28], IoTFuzzer [29],
Chen et al. [30], Inception [36], Costin et al. [37], Cui et al. [39], Heninger et al. [80], Kamel et al. [90],

PROSPECT [93], Koscher et al. [97], Surrogates [98], Lee et al. [101], Avatar2 [113], Mulliner et al. [115],
Firmalice [140], Van et al. [149], WMIFuzzer [150], IoTHunter [158], avatar [160]

Firmware
Bojinov et al. [17], FIE [48], discovRE [57], XMATCH [62], Genius [63], VulSeeker [68], PRETENDER [76],

Gemini [156], Kammerstetter et al. [92], αdiff [104],Multi-MH [129], BinARM [137], Firm-AFL [164]

Normal Binaries

deepFuzz [19], KLEE [23] MAYHEM [25], SYMFUZZ [26], Chess et al. [32], DYTAN [34],
BLEX [55], Feist et al. [60], BinHunt [67], Godefroid et al. [71], Dowser [78], Steelix [103],
CoP [106], SmartSeed [107], TaintCheck [122],MACKE [125], T-Fuzz [128], VUzzer [133],

Rebert et al. [135], angr [141], Driller [144], Suh et al. [145], TaintScop [152], QSYM [159], SAFL [151]

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of vulnerability detection domains

In this subsection, we categorize the existing works according to their application domains. Embedded system is
the combination of hardware and sufficient software to perform the desired functionality, while firmware is the code
embedded in a hardware which that code may not be necessary sufficient to perform the entire functionality of a device.
Therefore, we group the approaches which are only focused on the analysis of the firmware into the ‘Firmware’ category,
while those that consider any interaction with the hardware, are categorized as ‘Embedded Systems’. Therefore, we
categorize the existing vulnerability detection works into embedded systems, firmware, and normal binaries domains
as presented in Figure 1. As can be seen, 38% of the works have been applied on the embedded system and 21% on them
on firmware images, which highlights the importance of proposing novel solutions applicable to this domain.

2.4 Embedded System Classification

As explained earlier, an embedded system is composed of hardware and software designed to solve a specific task
which may interact with its environment through sensors and actuators. A wide range of devices, such as digital
cameras, printers, hard disk controllers, smartphones, automobiles, PLCs, and smart meters that can be considered
as embedded devices. Embedded systems could be classified based on different criteria, such as the domain of usage,
computation power, cost, and size. In order to preform a comparative study among existing works, we aim at classifying
the embedded devices. Since the focus of this survey is on vulnerability detection in embedded systems, we follow
the classification proposed by [114], which is based on the type of the operating system (OS). This classification can
provide more information about the security mechanisms provided by a given embedded device compared to the
aforementioned classifications (e.g., computation power). Based on this classification, embedded systems are divided
into three types defined as follows:

• Type-I: General purpose OS-based. It generally represents embedded devices that utilize a modified lightweight
version of Linux operating system to handle complex logic with access points, and routers.

• Type-II: Embedded OS-based. Type-II OSs are designed for embedded system devices with low computation
resources, such as CPU, memory, or power. Type-II OS may not have a Memory Management Unit (MMU) as with
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Type-III OS, however, the logical separation between applications and kernel still exist. Such OSs are generally
accommodated in single-purpose embedded devices, such as LTE modems or DVD players.

• Type-III: Embedded system without an OS-abstraction. Type-III devices do not have an operating system, instead
they use a single control loop and interrupt handler to response to events from the outer world.

3 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide a detailed review of dynamic analysis approaches and their applications to embedded systems.
Our review will be organized around the taxonomy shown in Figure 2, which divides dynamic analysis approaches
into three categories, i.e., re-hosting, fuzzing, and dynamic taint analysis. The dynamic analysis approaches are further
categorized into two groups based on their application domains (i.e., embedded systems and normal binaries).

Binary Analysis

Dynamic Analysis

Re-hosting
BLEX [55], PROSPECT [93], Avatar [160], Avatar2 [113], SURROGATES [98],

Kammerstetter et al. [92], FIRMADYNE [28], Coston et al. [37], Bojinov et al. [17],
PRETENDER [76]

Fuzzing

Koscher et al. [97], Almgren et al.[4], Kamel et al [90], Alimi et al. [3], SYMFUZZ [26],
Rebert et al. [135], T-Fuzz [128], Godefroid et al. [71], SmartSeed [107],

Mulliner et al. [115], Van et al. [149], Driller [144], deepFuzz [19], VUzzer [133],
Steelix [103], QSYM [159], Cui et al. [39], Heninger et al. [80], Lee et al. [101],

RPFuzzer [153], IoTFuzzer [29], IoTHunter [158],WMIFuzzer [150], Firm-AFL [164]

Taint Analysis TaintCheck [122], Suh et al. [145], Chess et al. [32], DYTAN [34]

Symbolic Execution
Symbolic Execution KLEE [23], SAGE [70],MAYHEM [25], FIE [48], FirmAlice [140], Chen et al. [30], Inception [36], Ai et al. [2]

Hybrid CoP [106], Expose´ [124], BinHunt [67], Feist et al. [60],Macke [125],
dowsing [78], SAFL [151], angr [141], TaintScop [152]

Static Analysis

Graph-based BinArm [137], Genius [63], discovRE [57], CoP [106], BinHunt [67], XMATCH [62]

Data Flow-based Multi-MH [129], XMATCH [62], FirmUp [46]

Distance-based discovRE [57], Genius [63], BinArm [137], Gemini [156], αdiff [104], VulSeeker [68]

Fig. 2. Taxonomy of binary analysis approaches [Should be updated, I update symbolic execution section]

3.1 Dynamic Analysis over Embedded Systems

In this subsection, we review the works that employ re-hosting, fuzzing and symbolic execution on embedded systems.

3.1.1 Re-hosting. Embedded systems encounter specific scalability issues compared to regular binaries. In a tra-
ditional computing environment, parallel techniques using multi-processing or virtualization can accelerate testing
campaigns. On the contrary, this is not practical in embedded systems since they require access to a batch of similar
physical devices, which is impractical due to financial cost or limited resources (e.g., power supply and space). Moreover,
testing an embedded system requires frequent restarts to ensure a clear state for each new test case. To tackle these
issues, re-hosting techniques are proposed, where the firmware is extracted and moved to be executed in a different
environment than its original one. In this subsection, we outline the existing contributions that perform partial/full
emulations and web interface extraction using re-hosting.

Partial Emulation. Analyzing embedded systems in a virtual and scalable environment is a challenging task since
running firmware, every so often, requires access to its related peripherals, which would not be found. Also, it is hard
to emulate embedded peripherals due to lack of documentation or modeling complexity. To solve these issues, partial
emulation is proposed where firmware is extracted and modified to be executed inside an emulator while forwarding
commands to peripherals when it is necessary. Partial emulation gives the impression of having a full emulation of
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the targeted embedded system with all its peripherals. However, its scalability hardly gets affected by the frequent
interaction with the connected peripherals. Moreover, Scaling across multiple devices for multiple simultaneous testing
can be a problem.

To facilitate using dynamic binary analysis approaches over embedded system devices, which need frequent access
to their peripherals by its firmware hosted outside its original device, Kammerstetter et al. propose a partial emulator
called PROSPECT [93]. PROSPECT implements a proxy to tunnel every peripheral hardware access initiated from the
firmware running inside the QEMU [54] virtual machine to the embedded device under the test. To test this solution,
PROSPECT is evaluated over a commercial fire alarm system by running it on the environment setup, and then an
extensive fuzzing is carried out. As a result, a zero-day vulnerability is discovered on the targeted devices. PROSPECT
cannot be applied to the devices that do not have network connection interfaces.

Similar to PROSPECT [93] but more scalable, a dynamic analysis framework named Avatar [160] is proposed to
integrate actual hardware with a generic processor emulator. First, Avatar extracts the firmware images from the target
device, and then injects the extracted firmware with software proxies. Therefore, it can run the extracted instructions
inside the emulator while intercepting all the I/O operations to be forwarded to the physical device. Avatar is evaluated
on three security scenarios: reverse engineering, backdoor detection, and vulnerability discovery on three different
devices (GSM device, Hard disk, and wireless sensor nodes). However, it is evaluated only on ARM-based embedded
systems, and needs more effort to be adapted to multiple CPU architectures.

In addition to partial emulation of embedded system as well as orchestrating the execution with physical embedded
system peripherals,Avatar2 [113] (a follow up work of avatar) can orchestrate interactions with other physical devices,
debuggers, and popular binary analysis frameworks, such as QEMU, angr [141], PANDA [131] and OpenOCD [53].
Avatar2 currently supports x86, x86-64 and ARM architectures. Its modularity feature makes it easy to adapt it to
support additional architectures or even to implement an intermediate representation.

Since the emulation process is slow, general emulation solutions are not suitable for embedded devices which require
near-real time response. To address this issue, a partial emulator called SURROGATES [98] is proposed for arbitrary
ARM-based embedded systems to facilitate advanced dynamic analysis. SURROGATES can handle clock changing, direct
memory access, and interrupts, and can also emulate the embedded device in near-real-time. SURROGATES utilizes a
customized FPGA low-latency hardware to bridge the embedded system with the PCI Express bus of the host, which
makes it faster than avatar [160] and more suitable to test time-sensitive and complex systems, such as medical devices.

In contrast to the aforementioned emulation approaches, Kammerstetter et al. [92] propose program state approxi-
mation and peripheral device communication caching between the running firmware inside a virtual machine and the
targeted embedded device. First, the system learns the accessed peripherals behaviors by getting efficient training with
a connected device. Then, the physical devices are no longer needed for further and repeated testing. Consequently,
advanced dynamic analysis can be applied since this approach offers snapshotting and parallelization. However, the
authors have shown that their peripherals caching approach can only be applied to small complex firmware. They also
prove that the proposed approach suffers from state explosion similar to symbolic execution.

Full Emulation. To use dynamic analysis over embedded devices in scalable manner as with traditional computing
devices, practitioners should have the capability to re-host targeted embedded system devices outside their device either
in an emulation or in a virtualized environment without the need to have access to any peripherals. Full emulation is
practical when embedded system is Linux-based and its firmware is successfully extracted [37], or when the targeted
embedded system has a full available hardware documentation. Full emulation is more scalable than partial emulation,
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and it does not require the physical existence of the targeted embedded system hardware. However, it is only applicable
when peripherals of the targeted system can be successfully emulated. Full emulation opens the doors to introduce
scalable dynamic analysis approaches into the embedded system world.

To achieve this goal, Chen et al. introduce a full-emulator dynamic analysis framework named FIRMADYNE1 [28].
It is specialized in Linux-based firmware embedded system. FIRMADYNE is designed to be independent from the
physical hardware and hardware-specific peripherals. Furthermore, it provides the capability to write to non-volatile
memory and files which are generated dynamically. It utilizes QEMU [54], a full system emulator, to run a general
Linux instrumented kernel with the file system extracted from the target firmware image. To evaluate FIRMADYNE,
the authors collect a large datatset consisting of 23, 035 firmware images, and successfully extract file systems from
9, 486 firmware images. FIRMADYNE discovered 14 unknown vulnerabilities in 69 firmware images.

To make dynamic analysis (e.g., fuzzing, symbolic execution), more scalable and applicable on embedded system
firmware running in a full-emulation or virtual environment, Gustafson et al. [76] propose PRETENDER framework,
which automates the re-hosting of the various embedded systems’ firmware in a virtual environment. Thus, dynamic
analysis solutions can be performed in parallel similar to the traditional desktop computing environment. PRETENDER
works as follows: First, it repeatedly runs the targeted firmware and records its real interactions with its related hardware.
Then, records are used to build models for each available detected peripheral using machine learning and pattern
recognition techniques. After that, the resulting models are integrated either with a well-known system full-emulator
(e.g., QEMU) or integrated in a framework analysis (e.g., angr [141]) for further interactive and precise analysis in a
scalable manner for its related firmware. PRETENDER was evaluated on 6 distinct “blob” images on three different
platforms where each target includes synthetic security vulnerabilities. After that, each target are tested by using naive
fuzzing and code coverage.

blanket execution [55] fingerprints binary code functions by creating binary function signatures. It executes the
functions under controlled randomized environment and collects their execution side-effects as a signature. Conse-
quently, functions with the same execution side-effects are considered to be similar. blanket execution is resilient to
compiler optimization options; this capability radically changes the CFG structure by changing the number of nodes
and edges. However, it is evaluated only on a single architecture (x86-64), and it is not scalable for a very large dataset.

Web Interfaces Analysis. For convenience, embedded devices, such as routers and switches, provide a web interface
to be configured through or to be used to interact with the external environment. However, these web interfaces are
vulnerable to various security threats. Coston et al. [37] propose a scalable and automated dynamic analysis framework
to discover vulnerabilities in firmware that use web interface. The proposed system evaluates the security of web
interfaces regardless of the device vendor. To this end, it initially extracts the embedded web server from the firmware,
then it applies static analysis using RIPS [41]. Afterwards, it runs the web interface in an emulated device. Finally, the
running web interfaces are tested using the open-source web penetration testing Arachni, zed attack proxy (ZAP), and
w3af tools. The proposed work [37] is the first work that studies the security of PHP in embedded web interfaces.

FIRMADYNE [28] collects Linux-based firmware and runs them in the QEMU emulator. If the emulated firmware
has a web access interface, web penetration testing is performed on the accessible web interface over a local network to
check for well-known vulnerabilities, such as command injection, buffer overflow, and information disclosure.

Unlike the aforementioned approaches, Bojinov et al.[17] investigate the embedded systems web interface manually.
They demonstrate that all the 21 investigated embedded system devices contain critical web vulnerabilities, e.g., cross

1https://github.com/firmadyne/
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channel scripting (XCS). XCS utilizes multiple features included in modern embedded devices, such as cross-channels
interactions between web interface and FTP server on network-attached storage (NAS) or the interaction between the
web server and the and SIP phone service to compromise the embedded devices web interface.

3.1.2 Symbolic Execution. Symbolic execution is another perspective which has been exploited to tackle embedded
system hardware compatibility (C5) and their peripherals modeling difficulties in particular. Therefore, instead of
exporting firmware to be executed inside an emulator or virtual machine, the firmware will be executed symbolically
inside a symbolic execution engine while treating peripherals access outcomes as symbolic data. Using symbolic
execution improves scalability and help with exploring more code paths. However, it brings all symbolic execution
limitation with it, such as path explosion. Path explosion could be worse when firmware require access to its peripherals.
For instance, interrupt generated from the peripherals frequently creates more states [13].

FIE [48] is one of the early proposed approaches that introduce symbolic execution to embedded system world. It
identifies the bugs related to analyzing memory safety of firmware running on the microcontroller family MSP430, which
is employed in many critical security applications. FIE is built on a modified version of KLEE [23] symbolic execution
framework to cover all the possible execution paths and to handle loop coverage via incorporating state pruning and
memory smudging. FIE anticipates and describes the peripherals symbolically using only symbolic execution. FIE
successfully identified 21 distinct bugs, and its scalability is demonstrated by a system built on Amazon EC2[6].

A cross-architecture framework called Firmalice [140] investigates the existence of variance authentication bypass
vulnerabilities commonly known as backdoors in complex embedded systems firmware regardless of how the authenti-
cation mechanism has been implemented. To reason about the existence of backdoor, Firmalice builds a model based
on the input determinism concept. It declares that any execution path derived from the entry point of the firmware
to a privileged operation should go through a solid input validation process. Therefore, an attacker cannot bypass by
means of information retrieval from the firmware image itself. To this end, Firmalice initially utilizes static analysis
to extract the program data dependency graph, and then extract the program slices leading from the entry point to
privileged operation location determined by a security analyst. Then, it employs its symbolic execution engine, inspired
by KLEE, MAYHEM, and FuzzBALL [10], to find possible successful paths that lead to the desired privileged location.
If the previous stages succeed, it will terminate with the required inputs needed to bypass vulnerability. Firmalice
reported the existence of a backdoor in two commercial firmware devices.

Inception [36] is another symbolic execution framework for testing embedded system firmware. It is build in
top of KLEE, which requires access to the source code. It solves the interrupts issues, resulted from the interaction
with peripherals, by sending them into the symbolic engine in a tightly synchronized manner. To ensure real-time
forwarding between memory access and real hardware, Inception framework introduce JTAG debugger. Moreover, it
include a translator to lifted source code using LLVM and merge it with potential handwritten assembly instructions by
developers. Inception has been evaluated over both synthesise and real word system, and it was able to uncover eight
crashes, and two unknown vulnerabilities.

Concolic Execution. Concolic execution techniques integrate symbolic execution with concrete execution. Applying
concolic execution over embedded systems is a challenging problem because it requires heavy computation resources
such as CPU and memory, which embedded systems generally do not have. Moreover, symbolic execution requires
instrumentation tools and theorem provers, which may not be supported by the targeted embedded system. To solve
these issues, Chen et al. [30] propose to carry out the concrete execution on the targeted embedded system while
performing the heavy-weight symbolic execution on a powerful remote host such as personal computers, workstations,
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etc. To establish this coordination, cross-debugging functions, provided the embedded system vendors (VxWorks), are
utilized, which make this work limited to VxWorks. Moreover, the proposed tool creates a one-to-one relationship
between the symbolic execution engine and the targeted embedded device. Therefore, it affects its scalability.

Similarly to [30], Ai et al. [2] introduce concolic execution into embedded system testing using in same methodology
in [30] while supporting multi-architecture such as X86, ARM, and PPC. To achieve this objective, the authors utilize a
portable instrumentation scheme. They lift firmware and state information into an intermediate representation (VEX-IR)
to make it easy for the symbolic engine to deal with constraints in multiple CPU architectures.

3.1.3 Fuzzing. Re-hosting the firmware outside its environment has several obstacles, as mentioned in C5, C9, C12.
To overcome these challenges, several approaches suggest testing targeted embedded systems over a communication
interface. In the following, we outline these solutions. Chen et al. [29] propose IoTFuzzer, which leverages vendor’s
mobile apps given their capabilities to remotely control their related devices. IoTFuzzer performs dynamic analysis on
the target firmware mobile app to derive the logic of the device command messages. This allows identifying command
format, sent URL, and used encryption schemes. Then, data-flow analysis is used to instruct the app to issue meaningful
test cases by altering the content of learned messages. The generated test cases fuzz the target device firmware to
uncover memory corruption vulnerabilities. This enables a guided protocol-based black-box fuzzing with no particular
protocol specification, which works even on proprietary communication protocols. To monitor crashes resulted from
the fuzzing, the status of the targeted device are checked by sending a message that query the status of the targeted
device. In contrast, AutoForge [165] only works with standard protocols (e.g., HTTP) and cannot deal with custom
designed cryptography functions. IoTFuzzer was evaluated on 17 real-world IoT devices and found 15 vulnerabilities,
eight of which have never been reported before. However, IoTFuzzer cannot provide the location of a vulnerability but
only the input that triggers it.

While IoTFuzzer shows promising results over fuzzing IoT firmware, it may unsuitable for firmware implementing
complex stateful messaging protocols (e.g., SNMP, FTP, SSL, BGP, SMB), which maintain strict validation mechanisms
(e.g., checksum, message length, protocol ID) for almost every received message. Hence, malformed inputs will easily
diverge from the current protocol state, and thus miss the chance of discovering deep bugs. To address stateful network
protocols, Yu et al. [158] propose IoTHunter which implements a new technique (multi-stage message generation).
IoTHunter is integrated with AFL, Boofuzz [18], and Avatar2. Along with its capability to fuzz known states, it can
also explore unknown states from a given state sequence. To achieve feedback-based state exploration and perform
coverage-guided grey-box fuzzing, it shifts to another protocol’s state based on its given state sequence. IoTHunter
was evaluated on eight real-world IoT programs from home router Mikrotik, and uncovered five new vulnerabilities. It
also provides better results than the black-box fuzzer Boofuzz [18] with respect to edge coverage, block coverage, and
function coverage.

Similarly to IoTFuzzer, WMIFuzzer [150] uses alterations and fuzz running IOT firmware without the need of a
predefined data model. WMIFuzzer applies fuzzing on the web management interface of Commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) IoT devices for administration or user interaction. However, there is no unified specification to be followed
when designing such an interface. To address this, WMIFuzzer first constructs the initial legitimate message seeds
(compatible with the targeted COTS IoT device) using UI automation and exhausting all possible GUIs. Then, the valid
GUIs captured by the applied proxy will be used as seeds. Second, the captured messages are converted into Abstract
Syntax Trees where the message’s fields contents are stored within the trees’ nodes. Thus, alteration will be applied
only on the tree nodes to ensure valid message construction. The final step is performing the fuzzing over the altered
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messages. Network monitoring techniques are implemented to detect if a vulnerability was triggered. Since not all
triggered vulnerabilities will crash the target device, the altered message will contain injected reboot command and
Interface Leak. Then, their side effects are monitored from the observed network. WMIFuzzer was evaluated on seven
COTS popular IoT devices, and it discovered 10 vulnerabilities, of which 6 are 0-day ones. The limitation of WMIFuzzer
is that is works only with IoT devices that have a web management interface accessed over either HTTP or HTTPS.

RPFuzzer [153] was proposed prior to IoTFuzzer and WMIFuzzer. It introduces a predefined expert crafted
mathematical model on the protocol to generate the initial messages (seeds) to be used later as a start point during
the fuzzing campaign. Then, mutation-based fuzzer is applied on the seeds for test case generation. To detect if a
vulnerability was triggered, three monitoring methods are used: sending normal packets, monitoring CPU utilization,
and checking system logs. RPFuzzer was evaluated on Cisco routers where experiments are launched over the SNMP
protocol. RPFuzzer discovered eight vulnerabilities, five of which are 0-day.

Zheng et al. [164] propose Firm-AFL for Gray-box fuzzing on embedded systems to improve over gray-box fuzzer
such as AFL, which does not work with various embedded devices due to compatibility issues. Firm-AFL is built on top
of Firmadyne [28] as the latter already solved many hardware compatibility issues compared to other emulators such
as Avatar [160]. Firm-AFL is also solving fuzzing throughput issues over full-emulation environment by fuzzing the
targeted firmware program in a user-mode instead of system-mode, whenever system mode emulation is not required.

To evaluate the security of embedded devices connected to the internet, Cui et al. [39] perform global network
scanning on both telnet and HTTP ports using Nmap to detect firmware devices with the default passwords provided by
their vendors. The results of four-month scanning indicate that about 540, 000 devices are accessible using their default
passwords. Similarly, Heninger et al.[80] perform network scanning on TLS and SSH servers. The authors demonstrate
that the majority of embedded system devices are using weak RSA generation key algorithms that have low entropy.
Furthermore, it is shown that some embedded systems are using predictable DSA private keys.

Alimi et al. [3] propose a mutation-based fuzzing approach using genetic algorithm to generate test-inputs for
examining the Master Card for vulnerabilities or abnormal behaviors. Furthermore, the authors propose a method to
evaluate the results of the generated inputs to optimize the search process of finding commands that lead to unwanted
behavior by the Master Card specification. The authors observe that the tested cards could be corrupted due to intensive
fuzzing testing; consequently, they examine the targeted part in a simulation environment. Finally, they successfully
trigger an acceptance of prohibited transactions, and can identify the context that lead to these illegal transactions.

Some smart cards implement web technologies to facilitate the communication with other networks. Kamel et al. [90]
implement a black box based fuzzer to investigate the potential vulnerabilities of web servers which are embedded in
smart cards. They further test whether the implemented HTTP server compliance with the design specification. The
evaluation results demonstrate that some smart card HTTP severs accept administration commands that should be
available only to the card issuer. Furthermore, several non-compliant behaviors have been observed.

Fuzzing has been applied to investigate potential vulnerabilities in the modern automobile systems. Modern automo-
biles are controlled by the various computerized and networked system. Koscher et al. [97] performed a comprehensive
investigation over two 2009 automobiles in a controlled lab and real street. They implemented a system capable to
sniff and fuzz the packets sent into the vehicle CAN bus. They successfully generate packets to perform various
functionalities, including unlocking doors, triggering the horn, turning off the light, etc. They also demonstrate crafting
attacks capability that can endanger the driver and passengers (e.g., suddenly disengaging the brakes while driving).

Similarly, Lee et al.[101] propose an approach to randomly generate fragments of CAN packets, which can be applied
over different CPU architectures. They observe clear alterations in the instrumentation panel of the targeted car. Fuzzing
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also has been utilized to test PLCs and smart meters for potential vulnerabilities. Almgren et al. [4] implement both
mutation and random fuzzers to examine PLCs and smart meters. The experiments demonstrate that the generated
input packets are able to uncover potential denial of service vulnerabilities, as well as corrupt the PLC execution.

To test smart-phones adherence to the GSM specification, Mulliner et al. [115] and Van et al. [149] design a generation-
based fuzzer that can trigger reboot, memory exhaustion and denial of service.

3.1.4 Comparative Study.

Due to the absence of similar setup environment, embedded systems and firmware images, a comprehensive
evaluation of the existing solutions is not feasible. However, we conduct qualitative and quantitative comparisons based
on the available information provided in each solution in terms of the approaches, implementations and evaluations as
demonstrated in Table 1 and Table 2.
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Koscher et al. [97] S&P 2010 • • • • • •

Cui et al. [39] ACSAC 2010 • • • - - - - - -
Mulliner et al. [115] USENIX 2011 • • • - - -
Heninger et al.[80] USENIX 2012 • • • - - - - - -
Kamel et al. [90] IJINS 2013 • • • - - -
FIE [48] USENIX 2013 • • • • KLEE
RPFuzzer [153] TIIS 2013 • • • • • •

Almgren et al. [4] CRISALIS 2014 • • • •

Van et al. [149] ESSoS 2014 • • • - - -
PROSPECT [93] ASIACCS 2014 • • • • • • QEMU
Avatar [160] NDSS 2014 • • • • • • QEMU • •

Alimi et al. [3] HPCS 2014 • • • • - - -
Chen et al. [30] TR 2014 • • •

Lee et al.[101] AINA 2015 • • • - - -
Firmalice [140] NDSS 2015 • • • • • • • • • KLEE,MAYHEM,FuzzBALL
SURROGATES [98] WOOT 2015 • • • • • •

FIRMADYNE [28] NDSS 2016 • • • • • • QEMU
Kammerstetter et al. [92] SECUWARE 2016 • • • • • QEMU
Costin et al. [37] ASIACCS 2016 • • • • • • • • •

Avatar2 [113] BAR 2018 • • • • • • angr,PANDA • •

Inception [36] USENIX 2018 • • • • KLEE,LLVM,JTAG
IoTFuzzer [29] NDSS 2018 • • • • • • • • •

IoTHunter [158] CCS 2019 • • • • • • • • AFL,Boofuzz,Avatar2
WMIFuzzer [150] SCN 2019 • • • • • •

Firm-AFL [164] USENIX 2019 • • • • • • • Firmadyne, AFL •

PRETENDER [76] RAID 2019 • • • • • ANGR,QEMU
Ai et al. [2] ICCSP 2020 • • • • • • SE, VEX-IR •

Distribution NA

Table 1. A comparison of state-of-the-art embedded system vulnerability detection approaches.
(•) means that the approach offers the corresponding feature, otherwise it is empty. (−) means that the information is not provided.

The first and second columns in Table 1 specify proposals and corresponding venues ordered by the date. The next
eight columns present their main proposed methodologies. The ’Target’ column specifies if the outlined target is running
embedded device, re-hosted firmware, or both. The ’Device Type’ column specifies the class of the embedded devices
tested by a given proposal. In next three columns, we mark which CPU architectures are supported by these approaches.
It is worth noting that only one work (FIE [48]) is running on the microcontroller family MSP430, which we have not
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included in this Table. Moreover, the work proposed by Bojinov et al. [17] checks the web interface vulnerabilities
manually, therefore the type of CPU architecture is not important. The next column indicates which framework(s)
have been used by the approaches. Finally, the last two columns show which tools are open source and which ones are
accessible as a service to public to examine their code.

Moreover, more details on these approaches is provided in Table 2. The first column of Table 2 specifies proposals.
The ‘Challenge Overcome’ column outlines the type of challenges that a given proposal has tackled. The ‘Target
(sector)’ column reports the domain field of the targeted tested embedded device. The next two columns specify if a
given proposal needs access to the source code of the firmware of the embedded device and the physical device itself,
respectively. The last column (’Protocol’) outlines the type of communication protocol(s) used to test the targeted
embedded device by a given proposal.

Approach Challenge
Overcome Target (Sector) Access Protocol
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Koscher et al. [97] C5,C10,C11 Automotive CAN
Cui et al. [39] C5,C9 IoT devices • Telnet, HTTP
Mulliner et al. [115] C10,C11 GSM feature phones
Heninger et al. [80] C5,C9 IoT devices • TLS
Kamel et al. [90] C5,C11 Smart cards
FIE [48] C5, C9 Micro-controller FamilyMSP430 •

RPFuzzer [153] C5,C10,C11 Cisco routers • SNMP
Almgren et al. [4] C5,C11 PLCs and smart meters
Van et al. [149] C10,C11 GSM feature phones
PROSPECT [93] C5,C9 Building automation (alarm system) • TCP/IP
Avatar [160] C5,C9 GSM Phone, Hard Disk, ZigBee sensor •

Alimi et al. [3] C5,C10,C11 Master Card • HTTP
Chen et al. [30] C5,C9,C10 VxWorks •

Lee et al.[101] C5,C11 Automotive CAN
Firmalice [140] C5,C9,C10 Smart meter, CCTV camera, Dell Laser Mono Printer
SURROGATES [98] C5,C9 Medical devices •

FIRMADYNE [28] C5, C9, C11 Embedded system with network/web services (e.g., routers) HTTP/HTTPS, Telnet
Kammerstetter et al. [92] C5,C9 Simple firmware (GNU core utilities) • TCP/IP
Costin et al. [37] C5,C9,C11 Routers and switche HTTP
Avatar2 [113] C5,C9 PLC, Firefox •

Inception [36] C5,C9,C10 Industrial applications, boot loader • •

IoTFuzzer [29] C5, C10,C11 Smart home devices (e.g., router, printer, IP camera) • HTTP/HTTPS, UDP/TCP
IoTHunter [158] C5,C9,C10,C11 Home router and NSA Synology NMP, FTP, SSL, BGP, SMB
WMIFuzzer [150] C5,C10,C11 SOHO router, IP camera, gateway • HTTP/HTTPS
Firm-AFL [164] C5,C9,C10,C11 Routers HTTP, SSH
PRETENDER [76] C5, C9 ARM mbed
Ai et al. [2] C5,C9,C10 FriendlyARM mini2440, Kyocera 8000 series printer, binutils programs •

Table 2. A comparison of state-of-the-art embedded system vulnerability detection evaluations. [C8?]

(•) means that the approach offers the corresponding feature, otherwise it is empty.

Discussion. One of the main objectives of variant binary analysis over embedded system devices is to overcome
scalability issues, hardware compatibility, and making well-known dynamic analysis approaches over traditional
environment applicable in the embedded system world. Narrowing the observation down, we can see that, proposed
approaches are less likely to target embedded devices of type-I than the other approaches that target embedded devices
of Type-I and Type-II. Moreover, fuzzing embedded systems through their provided network connection interface shows
efficient performance by discovering more bugs and vulnerabilities with less effort compared to re-hosting approaches
and symbolic execution. Furthermore, the majority of approaches do not need access to firmware source code except
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with exception of two, since those works are based on the KLEE [23], which works over source code. Moreover, full
emulation approaches or approaches integrated with full emulation firmware are more scalable because they do not
need access to any hardware. In addition, re-hosting approaches try to overcome multi-CPU architecture challenge (C5),
and scalability (C9). On the other hand, fuzzing approaches try to overcome in addition test case generation (C10), and
fault detection (C11). Finally, Introducing AFL and concolic execution into an embedded system testing world open the
door of introducing state-of-the-art variant approaches that have been proposed so far for a general-purpose computing
environment.

3.2 Dynamic Analysis over Normal Binaries

In this section, we summarize and categorize state-of-the-art binary analysis approaches, which have been extensively
evaluated on traditional computing systems, such as desktops. Although the main focus of these approaches is not
embedded system devices, some of which have been already introduced or integrated into embedded systems (as
mentioned in Section 3.1.1). For example, emulation frameworks are successfully integrated with the well-known binary
analysis frameworks, such as angr [141] (black-box mutation fuzzer and white-box fuzzers) and AFL [164] (gray-box
fuzzer). Moreover, Chen et al. [30] and Ai et al. [2] introduce the combination of symbolic execution and concolic
execution into embedded system testing. These combined approaches significantly have improved the usability of
dynamic analysis over embedded system devices.

In the following sections, we outline state-of-the-art approaches in the fuzzing, symbolic execution, and dynamic
taint analysis approaches. Then, we provide a quantitative and qualitative comparison between these approaches. For
further detail, We refer the reader for more details on the fuzzing and symbolic execution approaches applied on normal
binaries to existing fuzzing surveys such as [108], and symbolic execution survey [13], respectively.

3.2.1 Fuzzing.

Fuzzing approaches can be divided into three categories of mutation-based, generation-based and hybrid as follows:

Mutation-based Fuzzers. Mutation-based based fuzzer are easy to implement and use. They have been utilized by
many state-of-the-art fuzzers. Test cases are generated by using random mutation techniques. Random mutation
techniques basically start with a prepared sample or seed. Then, in a repetitive manner, parts/bits of the input samples
are mutated randomly or probabilistically. Next, the obtained samples are fed into the tested program/system while
monitoring their behavior waiting for an error or a crash that might be triggered by one of the mutated inputs. In the
following, we discuss existing works that employ random mutation.

American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) [161] is a simple and efficient coverage-based fuzzer. It has been widely used for detecting
vulnerabilities. AFL is a grey-box Fuzzer. It utilizes coverage approach as a guidance to explore a given software. Also,
it employs instrumentation to report branch coverage. Therefore, it records which software code regions have been
explored and which ones have not. However, it cannot provide other information, such as which inputs are needed
to explore non-visited code regions, or which parts of the supplied seeds are required to be mutated to help reaching
non-visited code regions. AFL stores promising test cases in a queue and explores them in round robin manner. On
every selected seed, it performs deterministic fuzzing, random fuzzing and splicing. Interesting seeds obtained from
previous fuzzing, and reaching new branches, will be added into the queue [127].

Rebert et al. [26, 135] propose a mathematical solution to efficiently select seeds for any type of fuzzer within a
constrained time and budget in order to increase the number of discovered bugs. First, scheduling the selection of the
fuzzy seed is formulated as a linear programming problem. Then, a ground truth fuzzing dataset, consisting of different
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file types formats, is collected. Next, different seed selection algorithms are implemented and evaluated on a subset of
the dataset. It is shown that the algorithm selection choice increases the number of discovered bugs greatly. It is also
demonstrated that seed selection based on a good coverage improves bug discovery process compared to random seed
selection. Moreover, the authors show that in practice, it is more efficient to generate a reduced set of seeds, from the
full dataset, to subsequently use in the fuzzing campaign. Furthermore, they outline that the generated reduced datasets
are transferable among programs that accept similar file types as an input instead of generating input seeds for each
individual program. As a result, 240 bugs across eight application are reported.

To maximize bug discovery in black-box fuzzing, Cha et al. proposed SYMFUZZ [26]. SYMFUZZ employs a probability
model to calculate the mutation ratio from given a pair of program seeds and the number of found crashes. Moreover,
SYMFUZZ utilizes symbolic analysis to work over the execution traces of the targeted program to optimize the
parameters for the black-box fuzzer. As a result, the authors demonstrate that the mutation ratio can be inferred
optimally from the dependence relations among the input bits of the targeted program. Moreover, they show that each
program has different optimal mutation rates, which has a major influence during fuzzing. SYMFUZZ was used to test 8
Linux utilities, and it has discovered 110 new crashes. It discovered 39.5% and 57.9% more bugs compared to well-know
BFF [81] and zzuf 2 mutational fuzzers that apply bit-flipping-based mutation, respectively.

Instead of mutating the input seed to covermore execution paths within the targeted program,T-Fuzz [128] transforms
target programs to accept provided seed input by removing or disabling the sanity check depriving the provided seed
from advancing in the execution path. This process is continued until bugs get discovered using light-weight dynamic
tracing technique. Afterwards, post-processing symbolic execution is applied, which adjusts the seed input that had
triggered the discovered bug on the transformed program, to suit the original program and to remove the discovered false
positive bugs. T-Fuzz has been evaluated against DARPA CGC dataset [43], LAVA-M dataset [52], and four real-world
programs. T-Fuzz showed its superiority over Driller [144] and AFL [161].

Grammar-based Fuzzers.Generation-based fuzzers need to know the input format of the targeted program to generate
the testcases. Testcases made by traditional random mutation techniques are more likely to be rejected at the initial
state of the program execution because they do not match with the required input format. Grammar representation
techniques address the limitation faced by random mutation techniques by restricting generated inputs into a specific
data structure or grammar to ensure reaching the deep level of a program. In the following, we discuss the initiatives
grammar-based seed generation.

Godefroid et al. [71] propose a neural-network-based approach to learn the structured inputs of a program from
samples. They generate well-structured, diverse, and high-coverage input file seeds to be later used to fuzz the targeted
program. To this end, they apply recurrent neural networks char-rnn [72, 110] provided with reacquired knowledge on
probability distribution of the learned model. After successfully generating valid inputs with the required structure,
fuzzing is applied to temper the structure of generated seeds to increase the chance of reaching to unpredictable code
paths where bugs may be encountered. The approach is evaluated by training the model with complex PDF format files.
The generated inputs by the trained model have been used to fuzz Edge PDF Parser, and previously unknown buffer
overflow vulnerabilities have been successfully discovered.

Similarly, SmartSeed [107] applies generative adversarial networks (WGAN) [9] to train a model from selected
samples for generating seeds in multiple formats (e.g., mp3, bmp and flv). Moreover, SmartSeed can learn to generate
corrupted seed files to be utilized to trigger more crashes. Furthermore, it has been designed and tested to be compatible

2http://caca.zoy.org/wiki/zzuf
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with other fuzzers, such as AFL. SmartSeed has been tested against 12 applications; and it discovered 16 unique
vulnerabilities and doubled the triggered crashes when compared to previously proposed approaches.

Hybrid Fuzzing Approaches. To address fuzzing approaches limitations, and increase the probability of locating
more potential bugs, fuzzing approaches have been integrated with other binary analysis approaches to help with
bypassing conditional branches checking either on a concert or magic value. To tackle the limitation of fuzzing, Driller
is proposed, which combines both concolic execution and fuzzing and runs them in a repeated and alternate manner
to locate vulnerabilities hiding in deep down level paths. Driller starts by fuzzing the targeted binary file until it
gets stuck due to a complex conditional path check, such as comparison against concrete values or magic values, for a
dedicated time. To bypass the conditional path wall, Driller utilizes a concolic execution constraint-solving engine to
identify the inputs needed to pass conditional path walls check. Consequently, Driller updates the fuzzer with new
inputs to continue the exploration, and it repeats this procedure until the crash occurs in the target application. Driller
has been evaluated against DARPA CGC dataset, and locates the same number of vulnerabilities that the winner of the
DARPA CGC contest achieved within 24 hours.

Similar toDriller, deepFuzz [19] combines concolic executionwith constrained fuzzing.DeepFuzz gives probabilities
to each path resulted from the symbolic execution solver, and the most likely paths will be further explored by the
fuzzer. However, applying probabilities to each path and only visiting the path with high probabilities may result in
non-visited paths. Consequently, potential vulnerability that reside at lower probable paths would be missed as well.

To reduce the cost of using symbolic execution, Wang et al. [151] propose SAFL, a dedicated fuzzer for C/C++
programs. SAFL uses symbolic execution only once to create good initial seeds and then continues with fuzzing guided
by an efficient mutation algorithm. SAFL uses similar components used by Driller, except the oscillation between
fuzzing and symbolic execution since it is costly. SAFL has been evaluated over 10 applications, and discovered 109%
more crashes compared to FastAFL. SAFL has also the potential to reach rare deep locations on the tested program.

Even though combining concolic execution with fuzzing shows improvement in vulnerability detection as proposed
by [144], it does not scale well with large complex applications and remains as a challenge [24]. Rawat et al. [133]
state that the limitation on combining concolic execution with fuzzing is that, they are applied in application-agnostic
manner. To address this limitation, VUzzer [133] is proposed, which combines fuzzing with dynamic taint analysis
(DTA). To guide the fuzzer toward reaching the deeper paths and maximize the coverage, DTA with static analysis is
utilized to extract data flow and control flow features. Therefore, magic values and concrete value comparisons are
identified easily instead of using calculation intensive symbolic execution to solve the constrains. Moreover, weights
are assigned to each basic block of the extracted control flow graphs, instead of treating them equally. As a result,
generating interesting inputs for fuzzing are faster. VUzzer has been evaluated against CGC dataset and LAVA dataset,
and it was able to trigger bugs with an order of magnitude less generated inputs compared to AFL. Moreover, VUzzer
reduces the execution time for taint analysis compared to using pure fuzzing approach as in the case of AFL.

Similar to VUzzer [133] and Driller [144], Steelix [103] utilizes low-weight program analysis by performing
both static analysis and binary instrumentation. Steelix utilizes static analysis to extract basic blocks and interesting
comparisons instructions to be later used by applied binary instrumentation. During testing, binary instrumentation
provides feedbacks to the fuzzer including both path coverage and comparison progress. The comparisons progress
feedback notifies the fuzzer on how many bytes are correct within the supplied inputs. Therefore, the fuzzer will keep
these bytes and invest more time on their neighbors. Steelix has been evaluated against LAVA-M dataset and DARPA
CGC dataset in addition to five programs, and it was able to locate nine new bugs and one CVE.
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Yun et al. perform a study on the approaches that combine fuzzing with concolic execution to identify the reasons
behind their non-scalability [159]. They observe that the expensive calculations are not only due to path explosion,
but also as a result of concolic execution emulation engine implementation. Moreover, they observe that applied
concolic execution engine functions over lifted binary instructions (e.g., VEX-IR or LLVM-IR) is also computationally
expensive. To address these issues, they re-implement the symbolic execution engine to work directly on native extracted
instruction sets through utilizing dynamic binary translation, which results in major reduction in time complexity that
current implementations suffer from. Finally, the newly concolic implementation design are combined with fuzzing in a
similar manner to Driller. The proposed prototype is implemented in a system called QSYM [159]. QSYM has been
evaluated on both DARPA CGC and LAVA datasets, and the evaluation results demonstrate its superiority over Driller
and VUzzer, respectively. QSYM discovered 13 new bugs in eight real-world programs, such as Dropbox and OpenJPEG,
which have been extensively tested before with state-of-the-art fuzzers, such as AFL, and OSS-Fuzz Google fuzzer.

3.2.2 Dynamic Taint Analysis.

In the following, we discuss various works on dynamic taint analysis (DTA). Clause et al. [34] propose a general taint
analysis framework called DYTAN, which performs data flow and control flow taint analysis. It can be configured to
choose which data objects are tainted and how the marked tainted data could be propagated. DYTAN can function
on source code or stripped binary files, or with debugging symbols if available. In this work, two approaches are
implemented, namely the prevention of overwrite attacks, and the detection of SQL injection. DYTAN is sensitive to
specific characteristics, such as neglecting control flow taint related propagation. It is evaluated against the Firefox web
browser to show its practicality.

On the other hand, Suh et al. [145] utilize DTA to protect programs from malicious inputs at operating system level.
The authors propose a software module working at the operating system level. It marks every controlled users’ input as
malicious, and then it keeps track of their propagation. Therefore, during the execution process, based on the operation
type, the CPU checks whether the results of the executed operation is different from what it is expected. This approach
functions transparent to the to users as the application program run.

Chess et al. [32] apply DTA to locate input validation vulnerabilities by leveraging the calculation devoted to
functional testing. The proposed approach works as the follows. First, user inputs are marked as tainted; then, the
targeted program is monitored at runtime. If the tainted user input reaches a critical location without encountering any
input validation, a potential vulnerability is reported. The authors state that their approach outperforms traditional
security testings (e.g., fuzzing) for locating input validation vulnerabilities when the search space is large and complex.

Newsome et al. propose TaintCheck [122] to automatically detect overwrite attacks and generate signatures for
them. TaintCheck identifies tainted data, such as network data, and keeps tracking these data along with their related
propagation during program execution. Then, it reports when tainted data are used in sensitive memory locations, such
as return addresses or format string. TaintCheck has no false-positive [122].

3.2.3 Symbolic Execution.

In this section, we first review dynamically performed symbolic execution approaches, and then review hybrid ap-
proaches that combine symbolic execution with other techniques (e.g., taint analysis).

Symbolic Execution Approaches. Symbolic execution is employed to maximize path coverage exploration to dis-
cover potential bugs and vulnerabilities. The popular symbolic execution tool called KLEE [23] generates test cases
automatically with high coverage for both simple and complex software programs. KLEE aims to reach every executable
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instruction and investigates critical operations that could be potentially exploited by attackers. To this end, KLEE
implements different constraint solving optimizations (e.g., expression rewriting) to increase efficiency, decrease solving
time and reduce memory consumption. KLEE maintains a compact program state through implementing copy-on-write

at the object level, and it designs heap memory as an immutable map. As a result, more states can be represented and
explored. To avoid potential path explosion, KLEE stops forking at each branch. Instead, it implements immutable
state representation to preserve memory space capacity. KLEE has been evaluated over GNU coreutils and successfully
reported 56 serious bugs in 452 tested applications. Also, it achieved an average code coverage of 90%.

To maximize path coverage exploration to discover potential bugs and vulnerabilities, especially over large and
complex applications, a novel algorithm named generational search is proposed within a tool called SAGE [70]. SAGE
works as the follows: it runs a targeted program with the well-formed input file and record its execution traces. Then,
symbolic execution is applied on the recorded traces to create constraints that are obtained from the last execution of the
program-input pairs. To maximize the input tests coverage, each generated constraint is negated at every conditional
path in a one-by-one fashion. Then a symbolic constraints solver is applied to check their satisfiability. Thus, satisfiable
constraints are reflected in the newly generated inputs to be examined against the targeted program where more
priority is given to the inputs that have more path coverage. SAGE locates MS07-017 ANI vulnerability, which neither
extensive black-box fuzzing nor static analysis approaches, have been able to find. Furthermore, SAGE has detected
more than 30 new bugs over various complex Windows applications, including media players and image browsers.

Symbolic execution can be applied to dynamically craft the required inputs needed to exploit and run discovered
vulnerabilities. To achieve these goals,MAYHEM [25] integrates both symbolic execution and concrete execution in
an alternate manner to achieve a synergistic effect in terms of speed and memory utilization.MAYHEM introduces a
memory-based indexing model to handle symbolic memory indexes at the binary level, which helps in discovering more
vulnerabilities. MAYHEM is applied on 29 applications and successfully reports and generates 29 exploits automatically.
However, it supports only a limited number of system calls for both Windows and Linux platforms, and it can only
investigate single execution, in contrast to S2E [33] which supports multiple threads of executions, and it examines
both user and kernel programs. MAYHEM is capable of locating standard vulnerabilities (e.g., stack overflow); however,
it does not support finding sophisticated vulnerabilities, such as heap-based overflows and use-after-free.

Symbolic Execution Combined with Static Analysis. To combine symbolic execution and static analysis, Feist et
al. [60] propose a system that integrates static analysis with symbolic execution to excavate and prove the existence of
Use-After-Free vulnerabilities (UAF) in binary code. First, static analysis is used to locate the code slices susceptible to
possible UAF vulnerability by utilizing value set analysis [12] implemented by GUEB [75]. Second, a guided symbolic
execution is used to validate reachability from the entry point. This approach finds unknown vulnerability on Jasper
application. However, it is limited to UAF vulnerabilities.

On the other hand, MACKE [125] integrates static analysis with symbolic execution to uncover buffer overflow
vulnerabilities and report their severity scores. MACKE works as the follows: First, symbolic execution is employed on
every function in the targeted binary separately to ensure full search coverage. Second, it utilizes information from
static code and inter-procedural path feasibility to combine the results from each function to reason on their feasibility.
Finally, it helps security analysts to make their final decision on fixing potential vulnerabilities based on their related
risks and severity score. Even though this work is proposed to solve the issue related to search space coverage, path
explosion is still possible if one of the functions is very big and contains a large number of complex paths. Furthermore,
MACKE has been evaluated only on four open-source programs and not at large scale.
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To facilitate the integration of various binary analysis approaches, a systematized open-source binary analysis
framework named angr introduced [141]. angr reproduce a set of state-of-the-art binary analysis approaches im-
plementations in a single, coherent framework. This framework provides the capability to directly compare different
implemented approaches. Besides, it offers the capability of composing two or more approaches together in a man-
ner that leverages each approach advantages and compensates for each approach limitations. Furthermore, angr
re-implements some offensive binary analysis, such as automatic exploit generation, ROP shellcode, exploit replay, etc.
angr lifts the binary program into VEX-IR intermediate representation to support variant CPU architectures.

Moreover, static similarity approaches have been also integrated with symbolic execution to identify vulnerabilities
in normal binaries. For instance, BinHunt [67] employs maximum common subgraph (MCS) isomorphism using
backtracking algorithm [148] on the intermediate representation of assembly instructions to compare both CFGs and
call graphs of two binary programs. Additionally, symbolic execution combined with simple theorem proving (STP)
[66] is used to compare pairs of basic blocks. Exposé [124] combines semantic execution (using STP constraint solver)
with the syntactic matching (using cosine distance of the function n-grams) to compare two functions for binary code
re-use detection. BAP [22] is modified to process x86 instructions to be used with STP. A filtering process is used to
prune the search space by both excluding compiler loader support functions and identifying improbable function pairs
based on four attributes (e.g., number of input arguments). However, Exposé is too coarse-grained in some cases to
identify vulnerable functions.

Symbolic Execution Combined with Taint Analysis. Generated malformed inputs by fuzzing tools are rejected
usually at the early stage of the executing target program, due to strict sanity checks, especially when the target programs
employ check-sum over given inputs. To overcome this, Wang et al. [152] propose TaintScop framework which is an
automatic checksum-aware directed fuzzer that integrates both dynamic taint analysis and symbolic execution. To
bypass check-sum checks, it first inspects a given check field input and determines if they go across check-sum check
by using taint propagation information captured during program execution. Then, it adjusts malformed inputs using
symbolic execution. To reduce the time needed to generate well-formed inputs, TaintScop does not consider all input
bytes as symbolic values. Instead, it only replaces check-sum instances with the symbolic values on the test case and
leaves the rest of bytes as a real value. TainScop is evaluated over several x86 applications in both Windows and Linux,
including Adobe Acrobat, Google Picasa, and ImageMagick. It uncovered 27 undocumented vulnerabilities.

Similarly, Dowser [78] integrates static analysis, dynamic taint tracking analysis, and symbolic execution to discover
buffer overflow and buffer underflow vulnerabilities located at the bottom of the program logic. Instead of exploring the
whole code, Dowser targets code areas that access the array index and performs static analysis to rank these areas based
on how likely they are vulnerable. Furthermore, it applies taint tracking analysis to determine more precisely which
inputs affect access to the array index. Then, it considers them as the only symbolic inputs for the subsequent symbolic
execution to reduce the time complexity and to enhance the path selection. However, Dowser assumes that there exists
already a test case that helps reach the vulnerabilities places. Moreover, generating a test case is a time-consuming task.

3.2.4 Comparative Study.

We conduct qualitative comparisons based on the available information provided in each solution in terms of the
approaches, implementations and evaluations as demonstrated in Table 3 and Table 4. The first and second columns of
the Table 3 specify proposals and corresponding venues ordered by the date. The next seven columns present their main
proposed methodologies. In next three columns, we mark which CPU architectures are supported by these approaches.
The next column indicates which framework(s) have been used by these approaches. If framework have not been used,
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we leave it empty. Finally, the last two columns show which tools are open source and which ones are accessible as a
service to public to examine their code. Furthermore, we provide distribution of these feature over all proposed works;
for instance, the majority of the solutions (48%) are employing fuzzing, while only 5% of them scan the network.
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KLEE [23] USENIX 2008 • • • •

SAGE [70] NDSS 2008 • • •

Chess et al. [32] ISTR 2008 • •
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Expose´ [124] COMPSAC 2013 • • • BAP
Dowser [78] USENIX 2013 • • • •

BLEX [55] USENIX 2014
Rebert et al. [135] USENIX 2014 • • •

SYMFUZZ [26] SP 2015 • •

MACKE [125] ASE 2016 • • • KLEE
Driller [144] NDSS 2016 • • • angr
Angr [141] SP 2016 • • • • • • • •

Feist et al. [60] SSPR 2016 • • • • GUEB
deepFuzz [19] DIMVA 2018 • • • AFL
CoP [106] TSE 2017 • • • •

VUzzer [133] NDSS 2017 • • •

Godefroid et al. [71] IEEE/ACM 2017 • •

Steelix [103] 2017 • • •

SAFL [151] ICSE 2018 • • • AFL
T-Fuzz [128] SP 2018 • •
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QSYM [159] USENIX 2018 • • •
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Table 3. A comparison of state-of-the-art dynamic and symbolic execution vulnerability detection approaches on normal binaries
(•) means that the approach presents the corresponding feature, it is empty it is empty otherwise. (−) means that the information is not provided.

Distribution presents the percentage of each category used in all proposals. The grey cells are for the sake of readability to separate different categories.

Additional qualitative and qualitative comparisons for fuzzing approaches in terms of their implementations and
evaluations are introduced in Table 4. We consider symbolic execution as a white-box based fuzzer as defined in [70].
The second column categorizes the proposals based on fuzzing types including black-box, white-box, and gray-box
fuzzers [108]. The third column outlines the proposals based on input types and supported formats. The forth column
(Dataset) reports the number, domain and public availability of dataset used for evaluation. The fifth column provides
the results reported by each proposal, such as how many vulnerabilities are discovered, how many of them are 0-day,
and the number of different types of detected vulnerabilities. The sixth column specifies the platform used to run the
experiments. The seventh column indicates the duration of the fuzzing campaign against the targeted Dataset reported
in column four. The eight and ninth columns report the number and the name of the approaches, which are compared
with the proposal.

Discussion. The key observations of this comparative study on the proposed approaches on dynamic analysis and
symbolic execution are as follows: First, as can be noted from Table 3, the majority of proposed approaches have been
evaluated on binary code running on traditional CPU architecture (x86 and x64). Even though many of the approaches
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KLEE [23] • • 452 56 3 904 d
SAGE [70] • • • 7 30 • 70 h
Koscher et al. [97] • • • 2 2 25
TaintScop [152] • • •
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8 6 • • 80 m

Almgren et al. [4]
Mulliner et al. [115]
Heninger et al. [80]
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Van et al. [149]
Alimi et al. [3] • • 1 1 1 1 • 12 h

Rebert et al. [135] • • • •
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SYMFUZZ [26] • • • • 8 • 110 110 • 8000 h 3 BFF,zzuf,AFL-fuzz
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Firm-AFL • • • • http, upnp 288 7 15 2 • 50 h
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Table 4. A comparison of state-of-the-art fuzzing vulnerability detection evaluations.

(•) means that the approach offers the corresponding feature, otherwise it is empty.
Distribution presents the percentage of each category used in the selected proposals. The grey cells are for the sake of readability to separate different categories.

claim that their work could be adapted to support multiple CPU architectures, almost no work has been extended.
Second, based on Table 4, the majority of reported bugs, vulnerabilities, or 0-day vulnerabilities are discovered by
using fuzzing approaches. However, fuzzing approaches require a significant amount of time; they need days to report
interesting results compared to the other approaches. Moreover, using machine learning to generate smart seed improves
fuzzing marginally. For example, smartSeed [107], which utilizes the adversarial neural network to generate smart seeds,
was able to discover the highest number of vulnerabilities and crashes. On the other hand, integrating fuzzing with
symbolic execution or with taint analysis helps with discovering more bugs in less time. Moreover, fuzzing embedded
systems through their provided network connection interface shows efficient performance by discovering more bugs and
vulnerabilities with less effort compared to static analysis approaches performed after reverse engineering. Furthermore,
fuzzing approaches have been employed extensively against software running on CPU architectures with modern
operating systems, such as Windows or Linux, which provide build-in errors, logging, and debugging reporting services.
On the contrary, embedded devices have neither similar CPU computations capabilities nor the aforementioned error
reporting capabilities. This limitation makes it harder for the researchers to evaluate their approaches on these kind of
devices. Third, combining two or more binary analysis approaches shows promising scalable and accuracy results such
as Driller [144] and other similar approaches inspired from it. Consequently, there is potential for future research
on this area. Forth, even though the second majority of vulnerabilities are discovered as a result of dynamic analysis
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and symbolic execution testing, these approaches cannot be applied to large scale and complex software (such as Web
browsers), or to check a large corpus of software within a reasonable time. On the other hand, in spite of their limitation,
static analysis approaches could be employed to complement dynamic analysis approaches and symbolic execution;
for instance, static analysis approaches can search for the similar vulnerable functions that have been discovered by
fuzzing or symbolic execution, which are cross-compiled for different CPU architectures.

3.3 Discussion

In the following, we discuss the limitations of dynamic analysis approaches.

Non-trivial benchmarking. In order to benchmark the state-of-the-art approaches, representative datasets and
uniform evaluation metrics are required. Most of the existing works perform their experiments on their own collected
dataset and evaluate the accuracy of their system based on different metrics. There exist DARPA CGC dataset [43],
LAVA [52] and LAVA-M dataset [143], however, they are not comprehensive to cover all the use cases. Therefore, for
the sake of evaluation, two large-scale datasets are needed. (i) Vulnerability dataset, which is composed of large number
of cross-architecture and cross-compiled binaries (e.g., free open-source libraries) including the vulnerable functions
with the debug information. (ii) Firmware dataset containing a large number of publicly available firmware images and
embedded system devices collected from various vendors. Therefore, existing methods could be applied on these datasets
and by considering a unified evaluation metric, both the accuracy and the scalability of proposed approaches can be
evaluated. Finally, a comprehensive quantitative and qualitative comparative study on the state-of-the-art approaches
can be performed.

Handling multiple architectures.

Limited code coverage. Code coverage is essential for complete, and robust vulnerability discovery. Static analysis
approaches would fail to discover runtime data-oriented exploits when some part of the code could be loaded dynamically,
or in the case of network activities, since this information will be provided during the runtime process. On the other
hand, dynamic analysis techniques might encounter issues with path exploration that would stop the process for the
rest of the code. In addition, some paths may not be taken unless triggered by user interaction. Moreover, the code
loaded at runtime may escape both dynamic and static analysis if the right conditions are not met (a.k.a logic bombs).

Scalability using filtering. The scalability issue of both static and dynamic analyses approaches has been somewhat

addressed by filtering processes. During this process, the high-likely dissimilar or non relevant functions will be
excluded from the analysis. Therefore, filtration processes minimize the search space in order to statically identify the
vulnerabilities more efficiently, and also to provide a better code coverage in the case of dynamic analysis. However, the
filtration process may affect the accuracy. Therefore, examining the proposed filtration processes could help better
learn the pros and cons of each method, and further propose new efficient and accurate filtration techniques.

Non-trivial test case generation. To perform scalable, dynamic analysis, a suitable input sample should be available
in the first place for the targeted program. Based on the literature review, test cases have been generated either manually
by experts, using symbolic execution, or by a trained machine learning model. Manual test case generation by an expert
is a long-time process, not scalable, and costs a lot. On the other hand, symbolic execution is also not scalable, cannot
provide high coverage for complex software, and it is computationally expensive. Furthermore, proposed solutions
that combine symbolic execution with fuzzing to solve this issue are not suitable yet for complex software (e.g., web
browsers, and mobile applications). Recently, machine learning approaches have been proposed to generate input
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samples from provided training samples automatically; however, these solutions have been trained and tested over
simple applications, such as simple PDF format or media player files. On the other hand, surveyed dynamic analysis
approaches have helped with discovering variant types of vulnerabilities. Therefore, one potential open research area is
integrating an automatic test case generation using machine learning with fuzzing or a hybrid approach. Moreover, Lie
et al. [102] recommend that a new fuzzing approach should also take into account understanding vulnerabilities types
as well as characteristics in addition to the execution traces, as feedback during a fuzzing campaign.

Fuzzing limitations for embedded systems. Different fuzzing techniques have been proposed and evaluated on
traditional computing environment, such as PCs and servers, however, not all of them are applicable for embedded
system firmware [114]. In addition to limited resources of embedded system devices (e.g., CPU and RAM), the majority
of the embedded systems operating system do not implement memory management module. Consequently, in the
case of a memory crash, no report is generated. Therefore, building an emulator to report the memory corruption
and to provide feedback on the implemented fuzzing approach will open a chance to examine how variant proposed
fuzzing approaches are effective against embedded systems. Although emulators (e.g., QEMU) have a high impact on
the performance of the emulated platform, they do not emulate all other connected peripherals easily. As such, they
may fail in creating a rich environment to test potential vulnerabilities effectively. Therefore, it is highly desirable to
have an emulator with common emulated components that can be added to the emulation or removed to replicate the
most likely environment in which the firmware is to be deployed.

Emulations limitations for embedded systems. Proposed emulation solutions for embedded systems are still in
their infancy period. Building partial or full emulation for embedded systems is a daunting and complex process, since
embedded system manufactures do not publish their product documentation and the setup environment, which is used
to test and protect their intellectual property. Even though there have been prominent works in this field, they suffer
from the following limitations: supporting only limited CPU architectures (e.g., ARM and MIPS), not supporting generic
interrupt handling, and supporting limited number of peripherals modelling. Tackling these limitations still remains as
an open area of research.

Symbolic execution inefficiency. Proposed symbolic execution techniques have shown their usefulness in detecting
more vulnerabilities either when they are applied as a stand-alone approach, or when they are integrated with other
binary analysis techniques. However, reducing the time complexity of the constraint solvers is still a bottleneck.
4 STATIC ANALYSIS

In this section, we aim at reviewing static approaches that are applied to embedded system firmware images. To the
best of our knowledge, there is no static analysis work that identifies the vulnerabilities in embedded systems firmware
images. There exist a limited number of works that employ static analysis to find vulnerabilities in normal binaries.
For instance, few static analysis approaches [61, 134, 142] are proposed to locate Use-After-Free vulnerabilities [111],
and different buffer overflow vulnerabilities. The code-similarity problem focuses on statically analyzing two pieces
of binary code (e.g., functions) in order to measure their similarities. A function is deemed as a potential vulnerable
function, if there is a match between that function and an already analyzed vulnerable function in the repository. In
order to overcome the scalabiliy issue (C9), some of the existing works propose filtering prior to the comparison. The
objective of the filtering process is to exclude high likely dissimilar functions from the analysis to prune the search
space while maintaining the accuracy.

Various static-based solutions based on code-similarity comparison on both normal binary code and firmware images
have been proposed in the literature. In this section, we review those solutions that are applied to firmware images. We
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first introduce different features used in static solutions, then briefly explain existing code similarity approaches for
vulnerability detection on firmware images (based on the taxonomy shown in Figure 2). Finally, we compare those
approaches in terms of methodologies, implementations and evaluations, followed thereafter by a related discussion.

4.1 Taxonomy of Features

In order to analyze program binaries, existing works extract a wide range of features from different binary code
representations or intermediate representations (IR), a processor-neutral form, which represents the operational
semantics of the binary code with an intermediary level of abstraction. Then, these features (or the combination of
them) are employed to represent the semantics of a function or a program binary and ultimately help analyzing a price
of code. We classify the features into four categories. Figure 3 shows the proposed taxonomy of features as well as the
corresponding approaches that utilize these features.

Binary Features

Instruction-level

n−perms / n−grams / Idioms Expose´ [124], αdiff [104]

Mnemonics/Opcodes BinArm [137]

Strings/Constants Gemini [156], VulSeeker [68]

Statistical

Frequencies Genius [63], discovRE [57], Gemini [156], αdiff [104], VulSeeker [68]

Standard Deviation / Variance BinArm [137]

Skewness / Kurtosis BinArm [137], Genius [63], discovRE [57]

Probability Density Function BinArm [137]

Structural

Control Flow Graphs (CFG) BinArm [137], discovRE [57], BinHunt [67], Gemini [156], αdiff [104],
VulSeeker [68], VUzzer [133]

Subgraphs/Tracelets discovRE [57]

Execution Traces / Paths / Walks BinArm [137]

Call Graphs Expose´ [124], BinHunt [67], αdiff [104]

Graph Metrics BinArm [137], Genius [63], discovRE [57], Gemini [156]

Semantic

Data Flow Firmalice [140], XMATCH [62], VulSeeker [68]

Strands FirmUp [46]

Input / Output Pairs Multi-MH [129], BinHunt [67], CoP [106]

S-Expressions Multi-MH [129]

Side Effects BLEX [55]

Embedding Gemini [156], αdiff [104], VulSeeker [68]

Fig. 3. The proposed taxonomy of the features and corresponding existing approaches

4.1.1 Instruction-level Features. Instruction-level features can be extracted directly from a given binary code. For
instance, n-grams [117] are n sequences of tokens (e.g., bytes or instructions) in a program binary. One drawback of the
n-grams is that they are sensitive to the order of instructions, since some instruction could be reordered while preserving
the semantics. To solve this issue, n-perms [95] approach is proposed, which involve n sequences of tokens with any
order. Idioms are composed of short sequences of instructions with wildcards, where the values of immediate operands
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are abstracted away [136]. A mnemonic of an instruction represents the operations that need to be executed, whilst
typically an opcode is the hexadecimal encoding of the instruction [96]. Strings and constants are other instruction-level
features that can be captured easily from the instruction sets. The motivation of using constants as a feature is that
usually constants remain unchanged regardless of the compilers and optimization settings.

4.1.2 Statistical Features. Statistical features represent the semantic information of a binary code, for instance,
cryptography functions use more arithmetic and logical instructions compared to a function which writes some
information into a file. For this purpose, the statistics of different features, such as frequencies, are used in the literature.
As an example, instructions grouping [99] (e.g., number of arithmetic instruction) is utilized to get more information
about the functionality of a function. Opcode distributions [16] are used to detect metamorphic malware. Additionally,
some statistical distributions such as skewness and kurtosis [118], and probability density functions are computed to get
more information about a function and the distribution of its instructions [45, 137, 138].

4.1.3 Structural Features. Structural features represent the semantic information as well as the structural property
of a code. Control flow graphs (CFGs) [64] are the most frequent features used in the literature to represent the control
flow of the execution. A subset of CFGs called tracelets [47], partial traces [27] or subgraphs [99], which are defined
as the short and partial traces of an execution, capture the semantic of execution sequences. Similarly, execution
traces/paths/walks [5, 27, 137] represent the execution traces, while considering basic block semantics. Call graphs [64]
are extracted at the program level to get more information about both the relation between callers and callees as well
as the program logic. Additionally, some graph metrics [74], such as graph energy and betweenness centrality (node
centrality) [121], are used to extract more information about the topology of the graph.

4.1.4 Semantic Features. This category includes features that convey the code semantics to a larger degree. Execution
flow graphs (EFG) [132] preserves the data and control dependencies between the instructions in a CFG and therefore,
represents the internal structure of a function. Data dependence and program dependence graphs (PDGs) [112, 139]
are used to reason about the control and data flow, where memory and register values are required to be extracted.
Data flow analysis combined with path slicing [85] and value-set analysis [11] are employed to construct conditional
formulas [62], which describe when a given action will take place under which condition and could capture incorrect
data dependencies and condition checks. Strands [44] are the set of instructions resulting from backward slicing [154]
at basic block level. Input/Output pairs [27, 67, 89, 105, 106, 129] are obtained by the assignment formulas for each basic
block, where the effects of input variables on the output variables are monitored in order to capture their semantics.
S-Expressions [130] are a tree-like data structures composed of equations, which capture the effect of basic blocks on
the program state. The equations are obtained from the basic block instructions, where both left-hand and right-hand
sides contain arbitrary computations. Side effects [55] are composed of a set of features, such as values written to (read
from) program heap, system calls, etc., that are collected during the program execution and preserve function semantics.
Embeddings [156, 166] are high-dimension numerical vectors obtained from a function or a fragment of it (e.g., CFG or
basic blocks), which preserve and convey the meaning of the functions.

4.2 Code Similarity Detection

In this subsection, we review code similarity detection approaches that identify vulnerabilities in firmware images. We
categorize the existing works into three groups of graph-based, data flow-based and distance-based explained as follows.
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4.2.1 Graph-based Approaches.

Graph-based approaches perform the analysis based on graph representation of a piece of code, such as control flow
graph (CFG), subgraphs, tracelets and call graphs, each of which convey specific information.

To perform vulnerable function detection in cross-compiled cross-architectures firmware images, discovRE [57]
is proposed. It extends the maximum common subgraph (MCS) [109] distance to additionally consider the similarity
between basic blocks, based on some features, such as topological order in the function, strings, and constants. Since
MCS execution time will grow exponentially, the authors employ a numerical filter based on a set of features (e.g.,
number of instructions, number of parameters, local variable sizes, and number of incoming/outgoing edges) and the
KNN algorithm [40], and further terminate the algorithm after a certain number of iterations. discovRE is tested on the
firmware images of the DD-WRT router, NetGear ReadyNAS, and Android ROM image. Nevertheless, according to
the performed evaluation in [63], the utilized pre-filtering causes notable deduction in accuracy. Therefore, inspired
by discovRE, Genius [63] utilizes both statistical and structural features that are consistent among multiple CPU
architectures, and labels each basic block in a CFG with the set of attributes to construct the attributed control flow
graph (ACFG). To perform an efficient searching process, the ACFGs are converted into codebooks using spectral
clustering [123] and further encoded [8] using a high-level embedding and locality sensitive hashing (LSH). However,
the authors state that creating the codebook is expensive. The bug search is performed on 8, 126 firmware images from
26 different vendors, such as ATT, Verizon, Linksys, D-Link, Seiki, Polycom, and TRENDne. This includes different
products, such as IP cameras, routers, and access points. Similar to discovRE, Genius is evaluated on DD-WRT router,
and NetGear ReadyNAS firmware images.

A multi-stage detection engine, called BinArm [137], based on a coarse to fine-grain detection approach is proposed
to efficiently identify vulnerable functions in the intelligent electronic devices in the smart grid. In the first stage, the
candidate functions which have a certain Euclidean distance (based on the skewness, kurtosis and graph_energy) from
a given function are discarded. The second stage, drops the candidate functions that have different execution paths
by leveraging the probability density function and TLSH [126]. Finally, fuzzy graph matching using weighted Jaccard
similarity and Hungarian algorithm is employed to identify the vulnerable functions. BinARM is evaluated on 5, 756
ARM-based firmware images including the NetGear ReadyNAS firmware image.

4.2.2 Data Flow-based Approaches.

Data flow-based approaches typically observe the flow of data by analyzing the memory reads and writes, input/output
pairs, variable locations, etc. However, most of the existing data flow-based solutions cannot be apply at large scale. For
instance,Multi-MH [129] derives bug signatures in the form of subgraphs from both source code and program binaries
to identify vulnerable functions on multiple CPU architectures. First, assembly instructions are lifted into RISC-like
expressions using VEX-IR [120] to obtain assignment formulas, and then the assignment formulas are simplified to
S-Expressions by leveraging Z3 theorem prover [49]. Second, input/output behavior of assignment formulas are sampled
by using random concrete input values to capture the basic block semantics. Afterwards, MinHash [89] is used to reduce
the complexity of similarity measurement amongst two basic blocks. Finally, in order to match the entire signature with
a given target function, a greedy but locally-optimal graph matching algorithm called Best-Hit-Broadening (BHB) is
proposed. BHB algorithm first performs basic block matching and further explores the immediate neighborhood nodes
using Hungarian method [65] (with no backtracking) to identify additional optimal matches. However, the proposed
approach is not practical at large scale, since k-MinHash degrades the performance quite significantly [129].Multi-MH
is examined on the DD-WRT, NetGear, SerComm, and MikroTik firmware images.
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Another approach called FirmUp [46] identifies vulnerable functions in firmware images by considering the relation-
ships between the functions. First the functions are decomposed into basic blocks, and then slicing is applied on the
basic blocks to obtain the strands. Further, compiler optimizer and normalizer are utilized to transfer the semantically
equivalent strands to a canonical form (syntactic form). The more the functions share the same strands, the more they
are similar. To improve the accuracy, a back-and-forth games algorithm [56], called Ehrenfeucht-Fraïssé, is leveraged
to perform the matching for the neighboring functions and therefore to extend a more appropriate partial matching.
FirmUp is tested on about 2000 firmware images from various device vendors, including NetGear, D-Link and ASUS.

A semnatic-based approach called XMATCH [62] searches for vulnerable functions in a cross-architecture cross-
platform environment. XMATCH builds conditional formulas from binary code functions, where the instructions are
lifted to IR using McSema [51]. The conditional formulas are robust against CFG structure and CPU architecture
variations. XMATCH utilizes both data dependencies and condition checks, and can detect erroneous data dependencies
and both absent or incorrect condition checks. It is tested on the firmware image of the Linux-based DD-WRT router.

4.2.3 Distance-based Approaches.

The distance-based approaches extract different sets of features for a function, and then various similarity metrics are
applied on the selected features in order to find the matching pairs. A cross-architecture binary code similarity approach
called Gemini [156] is proposed based on a neural network model. It first extracts the control flow graphs attributed
with manually selected features called attributed control flow graphs (ACFG), and then employs structure2vec [42]
combined with Siamese architecture [20] in order to generate the graph embeddings of two similar functions close
to each other. Introducing embedding with deep learning by Gemini highly improves binary function fingerprinting
over multi-platform CPU architectures. However, embedding generated by Gemini relies on mainly statistical features
without considering the relationships between them and the instruction sets represented by these features. The reported
vulnerability identification accuracy of about 82% reflects the limitation of such feature choices to be applied to
vulnerability detection problem. Similar to Genius, 8, 128 firmware images from 26 vendors with different products,
such as IP cameras, routers, and access points are indexed in their repository.

Inspired by Genius, VulSeeker [68]extracts the labeled semantic flow graph (LSFG), which combines CFG with
DFG, and then propose a semantics-aware deep neural network model in order to generate the function embeddings.
Finally, the cosine similarity is used to measure the similarity between two functions. VulSeeker is examined on 4, 643
cross-architecture firmware images.

An approach called, αdiff [104], extracts function code (raw bytes), function calls and function’s imported functions
to perform cross-version binary code similarity detection. The convolutional neural network (CNN) and a Siamese
network are used to convert the function code into embeddings. Three distances, including inter-function distance,
intra-function distance and inter-module distance are calculated. Finally, the overall distance from a given function to
the vulnerable functions in the repository is measured. Similar to most of the previously mentioned works, αdiff is
evaluated on DD-WRT, and NetGear ReadyNAS firmware images.

4.3 Comparative Study

A comprehensive evaluation of the existing works is not feasible, mainly due to the absence of their dataset and the
exact firmware images. However, we conduct a qualitative comparison based on the information provided by each
solution in terms of the approaches, implementations and evaluations. Table 5 and Table 6 summarize the findings of
this study. The first and second columns of Table 5 specify the proposals and the corresponding venues ordered by the
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date. The next four columns present the features used by each proposal, based on our proposed features taxonomy
presented in Figure 3. The next three columns indicate the types of analysis based on our taxonomy presented in Figure
2. In the next column, we provide the corresponding main proposed methodologies. The next two columns provide the
disassembler as well as the use of intermediate representation. Afterwards, the “Mapping Results” column indicates the
presence of in-depth analysis. It is marked when a work provides the matching results (e.g., corresponding matched
instruction sets or basic blocks) in addition to a final similarity score. Finally, the last two columns show which tools are
open source and which ones are accessible to the public. Furthermore, we provide the distribution of different features
(e.g., types of analysis) among different surveyed works, which are shown in the last row. For instance, 56% of the
exiting solutions rely on semantic features while only 22% extract instruction-level features.
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Multi-MH [129] S&P’15 • • • BHB, MinHash IDA VEX [120]
discovRE [57] NDSS’16 • • • MCS, JD IDA
Genius [63] CCS’16 • • • LSH, JD IDA
FirmUp [46] ASPLOS’18 • • DFA, SR IDA VEX, LLVM
Gemini [156] CCS’17 • • DNN IDA •

XMATCH [62] ASIACCS’17 • • • DFA,GED IDA McSema [51] •

BinArm [137] DIMVA’18 • • • • • WJD, ED, GM IDA •

VulSeeker [68] ASE’18 • • • DNN IDA •

αdiff [104] ASE’18 • • • DNN IDA

Distribution NA 22
%

56
%

78
%

44
%

22
%

44
%

33
%

NA NA 33
%

22
%

22
%

0%

Table 5. A comparison of state-of-the-art static-based code similarity detection approaches
(•) means the approach provides the corresponding feature, it is empty otherwise. (BHB) Best-Hit-Broadening, (DFA) Data Flow Analysis, (DNN) Deep Neural Network, (GED)
Graph Edit Distance, (JD) Jaccard Distance, (LSH) Locality Sensitive Hashing, (MCS) Maximum Common Subgraph, (SR) Statistical Reasoning, (WJD) Weighted Jaccard Distance.

Distribution presents the percentage of each feature category that is used in all proposal. The grey cells are for the sake of readability to separate different categories.

We further conduct comparative study on the implementation and evaluation of existing works as listed in Table 6.
The first column lists the proposals. The second column presents used programming languages in each proposal.
The next two columns indicate the dataset (normal binary, and firmware) used for the experiments. The next four
columns mark employed compilers utilized to prepare the ground truth. In next three columns, we mark which CPU
architectures are supported by these approaches. In the next two columns, the operating systems is marked. Afterwards,
the “Detection” criteria provides the type of vulnerable function detection. It is marked when a work identifies known
vulnerable functions, or unknown vulnerabilities. The next three columns show works that use normalization and
provide accuracy and performance results. Next column indicates the number of works which have been compared with
the current work. The last columns marks whether the work is using any filtering process. We also provide different
distributions, e.g., the ratio of the works that support different CPU architectures. For instance, 90% of the exiting
solutions support GCC compiler while only 11% support ICC and VS compilers.

4.4 Discussion

The key observations of the performed comparative study are as follows: First, there exist several features in the
literature which are shown to significantly improve the efficiency and accuracy of the vulnerability detection solutions.
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Multi-MH [129] C++ 60 4 • • • • • • • • • • 0
discovRE [57] - 2, 280 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 •

Genius [63] Python 17, 626 8, 128 • • • • • • • • • 3 •

FirmUp [46] - 200, 000 2, 000 - - - - • • • • • • • • 2

Gemini [156] Python 51, 314 8, 128 • • • • • • • • • 2
XMATCH [62] - 72 1 • • • • • • • • • 4
BinArm [137] C++, Python - 5, 756 • • • • • • • 5 •

VulSeeker [68] Python - 4, 643 • • • • • • • • 1
αdiff [104] - 67, 427 2 • • • • • • • • 6
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Table 6. A comparison of state-of-the-art static-based code similarity detection implementations and evaluations
(•) means that the approach provides the corresponding feature, it is empty otherwise. (−) means that the information is not provided.

Distribution presents the percentage of each feature category that is used in all proposals. The grey cells are just for the sake of readability to separate different categories.

As can be observed, semantic and structural features are the most frequently used features. Second, there is no single
solution to identify vulnerable functions. Among which, data flow-based approaches demonstrate the best practice to
be chosen for the vulnerability detection in firmware images. More recently, distance-based approaches which employ
DNN and NLP show the best results for cross-architecture vulnerability detection. Third, the filtering process is a
promising solution to overcome the scalability issue. However, these filtering approaches should be carefully designed
and thoroughly evaluated to assure the accuracy. Forth, none of the code similarity solutions can identify unknown
vulnerabilities. Finally, even though MinHashing and LSH are employed for function matching, existing works under
this category are not practical at large scale due to their time complexity for functions with large and complex control
flow graphs. To conclude, most of the recent static-based code similarity solutions employ data flow-based approaches
over x86, ARM and MIPS architectures for Linux-based firmware images compiled with GCC compiler. Moreover, this
comparison demonstrates the trend of analysis which is moving towards DNN and NLP techniques on Linux platform
to overcome cross-architecture problem and the scalability issue of online searching. As seen, the existing approaches
can overcome some of the challenges, such as compiler effects (C2) and hardware architecture (C5). However, still some
of them remain unresolved. In the following, we discuss the limitations of static-based solutions.

Detecting unknown vulnerabilities. Most of the static solutions, define a pattern/signature for a function, and
then perform function matching. Therefore, already known vulnerable functions are stored in the repository and by
identifying any match with them, the vulnerable functions are discovered. However, there might be some functions
with unknown vulnerabilities, in which could not be identified in this manner (C6). Unknown vulnerabilities might be
identified by employing data flow and dynamic analysis.

Detecting run-time vulnerabilities. Static approaches fail to detect vulnerabilities that are exploited during the
execution time (C6). For instance, the run-time data-oriented exploits cannot be detected due to the lack of execution
semantics checking [31], or any other vulnerabilities that need network communication.

Identifying inline functions. Function inlining (C4) may introduce additional complexity to the vulnerable function
detection problem, since it requires to fingerprint a function with partial code from another function. Static approaches
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generally fail to identify inline functions. However, data flow analysis and symbolic execution could be employed as
potential solutions to this problem. Systematically addressing this problem is still an open challenge.

Scalability using filtering. The scalability issue (C9) of both static and dynamic analyses approaches has been
somewhat addressed by filtering processes. During this process, the high-likely dissimilar or non relevant functions will
be excluded from the analysis. Therefore, filtration processes minimize the search space in order to statically identify
the vulnerabilities more efficiently, and also to provide a better code coverage in the case of dynamic analysis. However,
the filtration process may affect the accuracy. Therefore, examining the proposed filtration processes could help better
learn the pros and cons of each method, and further propose new efficient and accurate filtration techniques.

Lack of semantic insights and replaying vulnerabilities. Static approaches provide a list of potential vulnerable
functions with relatively high false positives rates (C6). Therefore, manual effort is required in order to verify the
obtained vulnerability results. These techniques do not provide any information on how to trigger the discovered
vulnerabilities for further investigation and to replay the attacks (C7). Therefore, other approaches (e.g., symbolic
execution) could be employed to produce repayable inputs in order to validate the bugs and further provide semantic
insight on the reason of the execution and the corresponding part of the code. On the other hand, static approaches
could be employed to overcome the scalability issue of pure dynamic analysis and symbolic execution techniques.

Generalizing vulnerability signatures. Most of the existing approaches provide a specific pattern in different
representations and semantic levels for each vulnerable function, and then employ a matching technique or a similarity
measurement to identify it. Providing a general signature for each vulnerability (e.g., buffer overflow) rather than
matching with the functions that already have a specific vulnerability is one of the future directions.

5 LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

According to the performed survey, and considering the fact that each technique has its own advantages and disad-
vantages, we first list the limitations which are common between static and dynamic analyses approaches, and then
provide the limitation which are specific for each approach. Finally, we discuss some proposed future work directions.

Based on our analysis, the general learn lesson is that, variant embedded system devices, which are utilized at variant
sectors, have many vulnerabilities and bugs. Due to their exponential increase of their usage, they become a priceless
and easy target for the attackers.

In the following, we outline specific lessons learned to help practitioners to test embedded device for known and
unknown vulnerabilities.

(1) practitioners could first start by inspecting the target device contains well-known vulnerable functions
by utilizing similarity approaches in static analysis . Embedded system firmware developer generally utilize
software libraries or package without checking if they are vulnerability free. Using one of the state-of-the-art similarity
approaches, explained in section 4.2, to locate well-known vulnerable functions will save the practitioners time and
prevent potential risk by isolating them at early stage.

(2) practitioners could secondly re-host targeted device firmware outside its environment for scalable test-
ing. if embedded system firmware could be extracted successfully, it would be better to extensively test in scalable
manner outside its environment as outlined in section 3.1.1. It is more scalable to utilize one of the full-emulation
approaches, but if the firmware requires frequent accesses to its peripherals, in this case the practitioners could resort
to use partial-emulation or virtualization so that peripheral request will be forwarded to the hardware. Afterwards, the
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targeted embedded system firmware could be tested by using one of the advanced binary analysis techniques, such as
fuzzing or symbolic execution.

(3) Test embedded device over its communication interface . If embedded system firmware emulation is difficult
or impossible but the device has a communication interface, then the practitioners could utilize one of the approaches
mentioned in section 3.1.3 to test the targeted device over one or several of its provided communication protocol.
Practitioners in this case should take into account if the used protocol is state or stateless to consider the right approach
during the fuzzing campaign.

5.1 Future Research

In the following, we outline further research to be established in firmware re-hosting, fuzzing and hybrid approaches.

Automatic firmware re-hosting. Currently available re-hosting techniques (Section 3.1.1), helped with enable ad-
vanced binary analysis approaches, such as gray-box fuzzer or symbolic execution into embedded system testing world.
However, proposed emulation solutions for embedded devices are still in their infancy period. Building partial or full
emulation for embedded systems is a daunting and complicated process. Moreover, the re-hosting process still requires
manual adjustment to make it work for variant CPU architectures. As reported in [116], Eric et al. [76] approach is an
initial good work in this direction, and further research in an automatic re-host generation will open doors for scalable
binary firmware analysis.

Embedded system fuzzing. Although re-hosting techniques help with introducing advanced fuzzing techniques into
embedded device testing, some advanced fuzzing techniques are not proposed yet into embedded device testing world,
such as test case generation, and instrumentation. These techniques are well-known for widen test coverage and help
with discovering vulnerable paths.

Introducing hybrid approaches into embedded system testing. Although variant binary analysis techniques have
been introduced into embedded devices testing world, a hybrid approach that integrates two or more approaches has
not been utilized yet to check embedded devices for potential vulnerabilities or bugs. For example, fuzzing and symbolic
execution have been combined with other methods such as taint analysis or static analysis. They establish better results
from when they are utilized individually. Therefore, integrating two or more approaches together for testing embedded
devices still an open area of research.

5.2 Common Limitations

In the following, we discuss the common limitations that we identified in both static and dynamic analysis approaches.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we surveyed various types of approaches and methods proposed to identify vulnerabilities in binary code
and embedded devices firmware. In addition, we devised a taxonomy of different types of utilized features, application
domains and analysis techniques followed by a qualitative comparison, which demonstrated the trend of binary analysis
techniques, its importance and the existing limitations. Finally, we discussed the lessons learned and proposed several
areas of future research in this domain. As future work, we intend to conduct a quantitative comparison among the
existing methods and investigate more on the parameters, which strongly couple with the efficiency, accuracy and
scalability of a vulnerability detection solution for embedded devices.
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